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NOTES
We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you
will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you
can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3%
surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
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Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as
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courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an
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BUYERS PREMIUM
10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement
from a police officer validating your license. A form can be downloaded from our
website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit
to procure before delivery.
ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license require

White tickets on firearms mean standard license
required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license
required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 537-1629
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.guns.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1061
Auckland NZ

1 - BULLET BOARD PRINTS
2 Small prints for ammunition company UMC photographic
copies of 2 of their popular bullet boards, both aproximately
40x28cm. Wooden frame. F-GC
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15 - EXPRESS PISTOL
A Belgium made “Best Automatic Pistol” Express Model
pocket pistol in .25acp caliber. 2" Barrel, metalwork has most
overall original blue finish. VG original black hard rubber
grips. VGWO&C CLR

9

2 - REMINGTON DEALER SIGN
A gun shop Remington dealer sign “Since 1816” Brown faux
wood, plastic dial with gold edging and writing. Plus a framed
magazine advertisement for Remington ammo. GC

16 - FIOCHI SALESMAN SAMPLE
A leatherette bound and silk lined salesman’s sample box
containing: 12 insert plastic or cardboard 12G Fiochi
cartridgges. ExC NLR

3 - TIN ADVERTISING SIGNS
2 Reroduction tin signs for Remington ammunition with
image of bullet•board. Plus UMC with early Naval & Cavalry scenes. Aproximately 42x28cm mounted to wooden
frames. VGC

17 - FIOCHI SAMPLLE BOX
Similar to above only all plastic cases. ExC
18 - AMMO SAMPLE BOX
Ammo sample box for French Company Gevelot. Maroon &
gold cardboard with 5 12 guage cartridges. VGC

4 - 30.06 AMMO ETC.
Approximately 45 rounds of 30.06 tracer ammo in
disintergrating wrap, plus a large bag of metal ammo. GC
ALR
5 - M16 BOOKLET
A US Government Vietnam period circa 1969 booklet for the
M16 entitled The M16A1 Rifle - Operation & Preventative
maintenance. Small format, cartoon style. VGC

8

19 - MAXIM MG AMMO
A tin of 7x54R ammo for the Russian Maxim machine gun.
Contains 250 rounds in the link and green metal tin. VGC
ALR

21

20 - MAXIM LINK
A green Russian ammo tin for the Maxim 7x54R machine
gun containing 250 links. VGC NLR

6 - WW2 9MM AMMO PACKET
A packet of 50 rounds of Winchester 9mm ammo for use in
sub machineguns. Made for the British for use in the Sten
gun. GC ALR

21 - NO.1V RIFLE
A WW2 Lee Enfield military No.1V MK1* .303 caliber bolt
action rifle. •25" Barrel with original sights, metalwork has
thinning slightly original finish, marked US Property & S for
Save manufacture, plus broad arrow. •Excellent woodwork,
complete with sling. VG-ExWO&C A L R •

11

7 - 8MM COLLECTORS AMMO
5 Assorted 8mm military ammo packets of 3 paper & string
type, 2 boxes assorted manufacturers from 1899, 1902, 1915
etc. VGC ALR

22 - No.1V RIFLE
A British military WW2 No.1V MK11 Lee Enfield rifle. 25"
.303 Caliber barrel with original sight & bayonet lug. The
receiver marked No.1V MK1* Long Branch 1942 & fitted
with flip up range/target sight. Metalwork has most overall
original finish, VG original woodwork complete with sights.
VGWO& CALR

8 - BRNO SHOTGUN
A model ZH101 Czech Brno U/O shotgun. 27" 2 3/4" Chamber barrels with full choke. Most overall blue thinning in parts.
Good condition woodwork. GWO& •C/ALR
9 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN
A US Remington S/S 12 G. shotgun. 30" Barrels with 3/4 &
half chokes & 2 3/4" Chamber. Barrels retain most overall
blue, thin on the action. Woodwork original with dings in
places. GWO&C ALR

23 - M1 CARBINE
A US military Underwood made M1 30 caliber carbine. 18"
Barrel with •original foresight & bayonet lug. The receiver
fitted with adjustable •original sight. Metalwork has most
overall original finish. VGC refinished woodwork, complete
with sling, oiler & 15 round magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

10

10 - SKK CARBINE
A scarce Chinese SKK model S/Auto carbine. 16" Paratrooper
model 7.62x39 caliber barrel without bayonet lug, fitted with
orginal sights. Metalwork •has near all its original blue finish. Excellent original wood stock, complete with bayonet
lug & 30 round detachable box magazine. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C ELR

12

22

25 - M17 BAYONET
A bayonet for the US model M17 30.06 Military rifle. 17"
Blade marked Remington 1917 & US with flying bomb on
the other side. Blade has grey overall patina, good condition
wood grips complete with leather scabbard. VGC

11 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese SKS 7.652x39 caliber SKS rifle. 20" Barrel with
folding bayonet & original sights. Metalwork has most overall original blue finish. Good •condition original wood stock
with some dings etc. GWO&C ELR

26 - NO.V. BAYONET
A British Military bayonet for the Lee Enfield No.V jungle
carbine. Blade •has overall re-blue, good condition wood
grips. Metal scabbard with frog. VGC

13
12 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
A French Manurhin made under license Walther PP pistol 3
1/2" Barrel in .32 caliber. The slide marked Manuhrin lic.excl
Walther Model PP. Metalwork has nearly all its original bright
blue finish. Excellent original brown plastic grips. Complete
with box, instruction manual & spare magazine.
VG-ExWO&C CLR

23

27 - M1 CARBINE SCOPE MOUNT
A US Military M1 carbine scope mount in unissued ExC

14
28 - 30 M1 CARBINE AMMO
A 50 round packet of 30 M1 carbine FMJ privi Partizan
manufacture. ExC ALR

13 - DREYSE PISTOL
A German Dreyse pocket pistol. 2" .25ACP caliber barrel,
slide marked Dreyse. Metalwork has near all overall original
blue. Excellent original hard rubber chequered grips. Complete with original magazine. VGWO&C CLR
14 - SCHMEISER PISTOL
A German Schmeisers Patent model 1 pocket pistol. 2"
.25ACP caliber barrel, Metalwork has dark grey patina all
over. VG condition original black hard rubber grips. Complete with original magazine. GWO&C CLR •

24 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET
6 3/4" blued blade, the hilt marked US M4 Conetta. Black
plastic grips, green plastic M8 A1 scabbard. VGC

29 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
A 30 round mag for the US .30 M1 carbine, retains most
overall blue finish. VGC
15

30 - M1 CARBINE FLASH HIDER
A Spanish made flash hider for the US M1 .30 carbine. VGC
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44 - L1A1 RIFLE
A N.Z./British Military “SLR” L1A1 .308 caliber rifle.14"
Barrel plus flash hider & bayonet lug. These rifles were shortened by the N.Z. Army for conflict in Malaysia. The receiver
marked AD62, fitted with original sights. Retains most overall military refinsh. Excellent black synthetic furniture, complete with sling swivels & 20 round magazine. VGWO& C
ELR •

31 - 30.30 COLLECTORS AMMO
A box of Winchester Model 94 Centenial ammo, nickel plated
brass with centenial headstamp. Black centenial box containing 20 rounds. ExC A L R •
32 - 30.30 COLLECTORS AMMO
A similar lot. ExC ALR
33 - CZ75 PISTOL
A Czech 9mm model 75 S/auto pistol. 4 1/2" barrel, the metalwork has a custom blue finish, the frame with nearly all its
original black matte finish. •The slide, safety mag release &
slide release buttons have been refinished •in dark olive
milspec coating fitted with Pachmayer rubber grips and includes original magazine. VG-ExC B/CLR
34 - S&W PISTOL
A scarce US S&W Model 52.2 S/auto pistol. 5" Barrel chambered for 38 •special wad cutter. Metalwork retains near all
its original blue finish. Allover excellent original grips. Complete with original magazine. A seldom seen model for the
collector or shooter. ExWO&C B/CLR •
35 - ANACONDA REVOLVER
A desirable Colt Model Anaconda 6 shot D/action revolver.
6" Fully underluged barrel with adjustable sights in .44 Magnum caliber. The stainless steel barrel & frame are in excellent condition without scratches. Original rubber Colt grips.
This gun is in as new unfired •condition, complete with plastic box & manual. ExWO&C B/CLR •

33

45 - NORINCO M14 RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco M305 “M14” type S/auto rifle. 24" Barrel in .308 caliber with original sights. Metalwork has all its
original finish. Excellent black synthetic stock, includes a
spare 5 round magazine & sling. As new. ExWO&C ALR

34

46 - BREN GUN SLING
A circa 1960’s sling for the British military 7.62 caliber Bren
gun. Dark green webbing, blued hooks. VGC
35
47 - BREN MAGAZINES
2 Magazines for the .303 British Bren LMG GC
48 - BREN SHELL CATCHER
A spent shell catch bag for the British W.W.2. Bren LMG.
The zip bag is a bit dirty, metalwork has black paint finish.
GC

36

41

36 - S&W REVOLVER
A US S&W model 66 .357 Magnum revolver. 4" Barrel with
adjustable sights. Stainless steel, metalwork with few
scratches. VGC Original wooden grips.
VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

50 - 35MM DUMMY ROUND
A modern US military dummy round for the 35mm airccraft
cannon. As used in the A10 Warthog. Green painted case with
steel projectile with yellow type indicator. ExC

37 - ROSSI REVOLVER
A Brazilian Rossi .38 special D/action revolver. 3" Barrel,
metalwork has most overall original blue, thinning on barrel
& cylinder. Worn original wood grips. F-GWO&C CLR

51 - 25MM DUMMY ROUND
A practise dummy round for the 25mm chain gun or similar
large anti aircraft cannon. The case is dark green, silver projectile marked 25mm Dummy inert & military. ExC
54

38 - AMERICAN BULLLET BOARD
A projectile bullet board for American Bullets Co. has 14
pistol projectiles in various calibers. Metal frame, blue background, 37x31 cm circa 1983.

52 - OERLIKON ROUND
An Armour piercing live round for the Oerlikon 20mm anti
aircraft cannon. ExC ALR

39 - DYNAMIT NABEL BULLET BOARD
A wooden frame glass covererd bullet board for German company Dynamit Nobel •containing approximately 19 shotgun shells, some cross sectioned. Wooden frame 35x30 cm.
VGC

53 - OERLIKON ROUND
As above. ExC ALR
55
54 - NAZI LUGER PISTOL
A WW2 Nazi German 9mm Luger pistol. 4" Barrel with fixed
sights, the mag marked 42 & toggle both Mauser codes.
External numbers except magazine are matching. This is the
correct alloy base plate type, Nazi marked on magazine &
gun. Metalwork has most overall finish, thinning in parts.
VGC original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

40 - WINCHESTER BULLET BOARD
A large Winchester round wooden framed & background
bullet board. 64 Rifle bullets layed out in W pattern, plus 6
.32 caliber revolver rounds & 77 22"s & shotgun shells. Round
painted logos and hunting scenes. 23x56cm. •VGC
56

55 - P38 PISTOL
A WW2 Nazi German P38 9mm pistol. 5" Barrel with original sights & British proofed. The slide & frame are matching
numbers & Nazi marked. Metalwork has thinning original
finish with grey/black patina. Excellent original brown wood
resin grips. GWO&C

41 - CCI BULLET BOARD
Circa 1985, wooden frame, beige background with red CCI
Omark logo. Contains approximately 53 assorted handgun
& rimfire ammo. 80cm x 34cm. ExC •
42 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
“A Celebrate Idaho 1890 Centenial 1990” contains
aproximately 130 assorted •projectiles & 3 missing. Wood
frame, 60x35 cm. GC
43 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE
A Dutch Armalite .308 caliber select fire military rifle. 21 1/
2" Barrel •inculuding the flash hider, original sights & bayonet lug. The receiver •marked Cal. 7.62 Nato Armalite AR10
manufactured by A1 Nederland. 3 Position •selector, safe,
semi & full automatic. Metalwork has been refinish with a
black milspect coating and is in VG condition underneath
with few pin prick marks. VGC green refinished original
stock. Complete with 20 round original magazine. These guns
are hard to find & good examples even more difficult. VGExWO&C CLR

49 - 3 1/2" PRACTICE SHELL
A rare US Navy WW2 3 1/2" Practice shell for the 3 1/2"
gun. The case part is made of solid wood with steel base.
Black painted steel projectile with removable tip for installing the practise fuse. 33" (84cm) overall •length. VGC NLR

43

44

56 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
A British military 9mm caliber Browning Hi Power pistol. 4
1/2" Barrel with fixed sights, the slide marked No.2 MK1*
Browning FN 9mm HP Inglis Canada. Metalwork has most
overall finish. VGC black plastic grips, frame with •lanyard
ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
57 - WEBLEY REVOLVER
A British military Webley/Enfield No.2MK1 .38 revolver.
8" Barrel with original sights & a home made sight which is
simply slid on to the frame & could be removed. Retains
most overall finish, original worn grips. GWO&C •B/CLR

58 - NORINCO TOKAREV
A Chinese Norinco Tokarev type pistol. 4 1/4" Barrel, slide
marked Model 213. Metalwork has most overall finish. Good
original plastic grips. GWO&C •B/CLR
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70 - STOGER LUGER
A modern “American Eagle” Stoger Arms U.S. made Luger
pistol. 6" Stainless steel barrel in 9mm cal. The receiver
marked with makers name etc. The ring engraved with American eagle. The all stainless metalwork is in excellent condition without scratches. Complete with original box. This gun
is as new unfired ExWO&C B/CLR

70

59 - LUGER HOLSTER
A Black leather holster for a German Luger pistol, marked
S&Son. The side has pouch for a spare magazine. ExC

63

60 - PPK HOLSTER
A black leather holster for a German Walther PPK pistol. ExC

76

61 - ENFIELD HOLSTER
A WW1 period British Sam Brown holster for the Enfield
revolver. Marked Wilkinson, some cracking on the leather
otherwise GC

72 - COLT BOOK
Colt Heritage by R.L.Wilson. A great reference work covering Colt firearms & history from 1836 to the late 70’s. Over
200 colour photos, hard cover, 350 pages. GC

78

62 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
A Swedish Military Model 38 6.5x55 caliber bolt action rifle.
23" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. The ring marked
Carl Gustaf 1906 with Crown. Metalwork has most overall
blue, thinning on one side of the receiver. Excellent original
woodwork with brass service disc & cleaning rod. VGExWO&C ALR
63 - SWEDISH 96 MAUSER RIFLE
A Bolt action Swedish military model 96 Mauser rifle in
6.5x55 caliber. 30" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug.
Marked Carl Gustaf 1917. Metalwork has near all its original blue finish. Excellent original woodwork but missing service disc as these were often removed for commercial sale.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

73 - FIREARMS BOOK
Colt Firearms 1836-1960 by J.Serven, reprinted 1991. Excellent reference for the Colt collector. Hard cover, black &
white photos, large format. 390 •Pages. VGC
74 - COLT S/ACTION BOOK
The 36 calibers of the Colt single action Army by D.Brown.
Hard cover, large format 206 pages. B&W photos, excellent
detailed reference on the S/action Army. Now long out of
print. GC

64

75 - US GREASE GUN
A US military WW2 Model M3A1 “Grease Gun” SMG. 8"
45ACP caliber barrel, •the receiver fitted with original fixed
sights, marked Sub Machine Gun cal.45 M3A1 Guide Lamp
US etc. & ordnance crossed Cannons. Metalwork retains
nearly all its original dark green parkerised type finish. Complete with retractable metal wire stock & 30 round magazine. Hard to find a better example of this scarce SMG
ExWO&C CLR

64 - SWEDISH TRIALS RIFLE
A scarce Swedish Jarman Model 1883 Military trials bolt
action rifle. 26" 10.5mm Barrel with original sights, receiver
marked JP1883 J.G. with Swedish crown. Metalwork has most
overall original blue thinning slightly. The woodwork has been
shortened otherwise VGC with swivels. VGWO&C A L R •
65 - HUSQVARNA RIFLE
A Swedish Husquvarna Model 1600 bolt action sporting rifle.
23" 30.06 caliber barrel with open sights & marked with makers name. The action fitted with Weaver bases & rings. Metalwork has thinning original blue. Good original wood stock.
GWO&C ALR

75

66 - COLT GOVERNMENT PISTOL
A US Colt MK1V series 80 Government model S/automatic
pistol. 5" .45ACP caliber barrel, slide fitted with fixed sights.
Metalwork has all original blue finish. Excellent condition
original wooden chequered grips. In as new unfifred condition. ExWO&C B/CLR

69 - COLT TARGETSMAN PISTOL
A nice quality Colt Targetsman version of the Woodsman
.22LR S/auto pistol. 6" Round barrel with Hartford address,
the slide marked Colt Automatic etc. & fitted with adjustable
rear sight. The frame marked Targetsman with rampant horse.
Metalwork has near all original bright blue. Excellent original wooden target grips. An excellent example 1971 manufacture. ExWO&C B/CLR

76 - REISING SMG
A US Military WW2 Reising .45 caliber SMG. 13" Barrel
with compensator, the receiver marked Model 500 H&R
Reising Cal 45 etc. Metalwork has most overall original finish. The barrel has a small bulge in front of the •chamber
which was common with this model of gun during service.
This model •has the rare full length wooden stock with small
dings & scratches etc. Complete with original green web sling
& magazine. GWO&C CLR•
77 - M2 CARBINE
A full automatic US Military WW2 period M2 carbine. 18"
Barrel in .30M1 caliber with original sights & flash hider.
The receiver marked US Carbine cal.30 M1 overstamped with
2. Also marked inland division at the rear. •Metalwork has
most overall thinning finish. Fitted with 30 round magazine.
Good condition & correct woodwork with some dings, fitted
with green webbing sling & oiler. GWO&C CLR

67 - COLT PEACEKEEPER REVOLVER
A circa early 1980’s Colt Peacekeeper 6 shot D/action •revolver. .357 Caliber barrel marked with Colt address &
”PeaceKeeper” etc. Frame fitted with adjustable sights. Metalwork has near all its original matte black parkerised finish.
Original rubber grips. Very collectable, unused, as new.
ExWO&C B/CLR
68 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL
A good quality Colt Woodsman match target .22LR S/auto
pistol. 6" slab sided barrel marked Colt with Hartford address. The slide fitted with adjustable sight & marked Colt
Automatic Cal.22. The frame marked Match Target with rampant horse. Metalwork has near all its original bright blue.
Excellent •original wood target grips. Hard to find a better
example, 1967 manufacture. ExWO&C B/CLR

71 - COLT 45 GRIPS
2 Pairs of grips for the Colt Government 1911 type pistol. 1
Pair chequered wooden, the other imitation black mother of
pearl wtih Colt logo. ExC •

67
78 - M1 CARBINE
A US Military WW2 M1 Carbine. 18"Early model barrel
without bayonet lug, •fitted with original sights. Metalwork
has most overall thinning original blue. Good condition wood
stock with Winchester mark. Complete with 15 round •magazine. GWO&C ELR

66

79 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
A 30 Round M1 carbine magzine plus a double mag clip.
VGC

69

68

80 - M1 CARBINE BAYONET
A US M4 bayonet for the M1 .30 caliber carbine. Blade with
all original finish, marked US M4 on the cross guard. Black
chequered plastic handles & green correct M8 scabbard. ExC
81 - GARAND BAYONET
A US Military modified 03 Springfield bayonet for the WW2
Garand rifle. 10" Blade marked SA with flying bomb & dated
1908, also marked US on other side. Blade has dark patina,
wooden grips, no scabbaard. GC •
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95 - NAZI BANNER ETC.
A Nazi army cloth banner for a sports singlet. Black & white
on half circle, plus 10 black & white post cards of Nuremburg.
GC

82 - US FLARE PISTOL
A WW2 period US M8 flare pistol marked CECV 1943
M8. Retains most overall original blue finish, British proof
marked. Black grips with small chip on L/H side. VGC NLR
83 - K98 BAYONET
A bayonet for the Nazi German K98 8mm rifle. The blade
marked Jos Corts SH & serial number on other side, dated 37
on the spine. Faint Nazi markings on pommel, wooden
handles without cross grip. Complete with steel scabbard VGC

96 - INDIAN TULWAR
An Indian Tulwar sword, 30" curved blade with some rust
pitting in parts. Steel handle with steel knuckle bow. Complete with leather scabbard. F-GC

84 - K98 SLING
A German WW2 leather sling for the K98 rifle, marked gxy
1943 & Waffen stamped VGC

85

85 - NAZI ARMY JACKET
A German WW2 Nazi German Wehrmacht dress jacket. Pale
green with dark green cuffs, collar & epaulets with 2 stars &
#65. Good condition eagle on R/H breast, all buttons present
& makers name on inside label H.Steffen. The jacket is without moth holes & is in VGC

98 - COURT SWORD
A Victorian period “members of the royal household” court
sword. 30" Double •edged blade, 1 5/8" at the shoulder.
The blade retaining good edge, •unidentified makers mark
and running wolf inscription. Wooden grip with no •evidence of previous wire binding, most likely leather. Large 3"
diameter steel pommel divided intot segments with relief leaf
pattern. A heavy hand forged (has hammer marks) basket hilt.
VGC

86

87

86 - LUFTWAFFE PILOTS CAP
A rare WW2 Nazi German Luftwaffe NCO visor cap. Grey
felt with gold piping, black peak and aluminium badges. The
external side of the cap is in near excellent condition with
some damage to the inner sweat band & plastic logo cover.
The Logo is also quite worn. Clear Nazi logo on the inside of
the leather sweat band. Caps of this nature are now very rare
and hard to find in this condition. VGC
87 - NAZI HELMET
A WW2 German Army Model 35 heavy weight battle helmet. Desert tan colour overall with some scratching. Nice
clear gold coloured eagle. Good condition•leather liner and
chin strap. VGC

97 - INDIAN TULWAR
31" Broad blade at the tip, with embossed steel pattern and
gold heart logo. Suede wrapped handle & inside of guard,
spike pommel. GC

99 - DIPLOMATIC SWORD
An English Diplomats court sword by Hill Bros London. 32"
Double edged spear point blade that is fully engraved & with
Victorian cypher & trophy, Small brass knuckle bow, gilt
berass beaded grip & guard. Circa 1840. VGC

88

89

90
101

88 - NAZI POLICE HELMET
A WW2 Nazi German Model 84 civil police helmet. Light
weight with most dark gloss paint finish, Swastika on one
side, the other with eagle & reef logo. Complete with leather
liner & chin strap. VGC

101 - MIGULET FOWLING PIECE
A circa 1800 Italian Migulet lock fowling piece. 39" Octagonal to round barrel in approximately 10 bore. The barrel retains traces of original brown, but mostly grey patina all over
with a few spots of minor pitting. The Migulet style lock
plate is marked G. Castiglione. Parts of the cock & frizen are
engraved. The brass trigger guard is engraved with sun burst
design extending into floral finials at each end. The original
woodwork is in very good condition with a period extension
fitted in wood. Items of this nature are rare and seldom seen
for sale. VGWO&C CLR•

89 - S.A. DAGGER
A Nazi German WW2 SA dagger, some slight pittting around
the tip of the blade, RZM marked at the base, clear motto.
Aluminium cross guards with some pitting but very good fit
to the wooden handle with Eagle insignia & SA roundel. The
scabbard is correct painted model & in excellent condition
with hanger. VGC
90 - REPRODUCTION NAZI DAGGER
A museum reproduction copy of Herman Goering’s orignal
dagger. Gold plated scabbard & hilt, artificial damascus 9 1/
2" blade. Complete with gold •plated scabbard, some of the
gold is wearing otherwise GC

102 - ENGLISH BLUNDERBUS
A fine quality English coaching blunderbus by London maker
Searles, circa 1780’s. 12" Brass barrel with banister turns at
the muzzle, aproximately 14 gauge. The barrel also has nice
clear London proof marks. The steel lock •plate is borderline engraved and marked Searles. The cock & frizen are also
border line engraved. Brass triggerguard engraved with floral design extending into acorn finial. The brass ramrod guides
also have banister turns. The reverse lock plate is also brass
with sun burst design. Good original woodwork with
chequered wrist and minor age dings and scratches allover.
Brass butt plate extending into the top of the stock with borderline and bird engraving. VGWO&C NLR

92
103

91 - GERMAN ARMY BELT
WW2 Nazi German Wehrmacht belt & aluminium buckle.
The buckle has most overall finish.VGC leather without
cracking. VGO& C•

99

98

92 - NAZI GOURGET
A WW2 Nazi German Wehrmacht metal gourget. This fits
over the jacket & under the collar. Marked Commandantur
with the number 5 above & eagle & swastika either side. All
felt stitching intact, complete with chain. •VGC

103 - PARKER PERCUSSION PISTOL
An English S/shot percussion officers type pistol by C.Parker.
7 1/2" •Octagonal barrel in aproximate 16 bore, twin platinum bands at the rear with foliage engraving extending into
the top of the grip. Missing the front •bead sight, the lock
plate is borderline & foliage engraved plus marked C.Parker.
Features half cock safety, engraved trigger guard extending
into pineapple finial. Metalwork has dark aged patina, very
good condition complete woodwork with captive ramrod.
GWO&C NLR

93 - SS BADGES
An original Nazi German SS Eagle badge plus a double Rune
SS black enamel badge. RZM marked etc. VGC
94 - SS TOKEN
A Nazi WW2 canteen token marked with SS Runes & skulls
etc. GC•

102

100 - CAVALRY SWORD
A British military circa 1880-1900 Cavalry troopers sword.
35" Blade with •grey aged patina, steel part of the grip with
cross stitching marks. The wood in very good condition with
a digit number, the knuckle bow with •different number on
the back. Complete with scabbard with some dings. VGC

96

100

97

* Esimates - Although we don’t print estimate prices
we will be happy to provide them to you. Please contact
Greg on (09) 579 -3771
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111 - REPRO FLINTLOCK PISTOL
An Italian reproduction flintlock duelling pistol. 10" Octagonal barrel in approx. 32 bore & fitted with sights. The lock
plate has most case colours, the barrel is blued with engraved
pattern. Brass trigger guard. Good condition carved wooden
stock. VGWO&C BCLR

104 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVERS
A very nice quality pair of .320 caliber 5 shot Tranter revolver retailed •by Stephen Grant of London. 3" Octagonal
barrels marked S.Grant London. The metalwork retains near
all original nickel plated finish and is profusely foliage engraved, thinning slightly on the inside of the grip and trigger
guards. Birmingham proved on the cylinder. Excellent
chequered one piece walnut grips with nickel plated engraved
butt caps. Contained in their •original leather case with original red baize lining & trade label. Includes rod & oil bottle,
the case marked with the initials CED on the lid and is in
good condition except missing the straps. Guns in this condition are increasingly hard to find. VG-ExWO&C CLR

104

105 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A cased spur trigger S/action 6 shot revolver. 2 1/4" Octagonal .22RF barrel •marked on the top with retailers name
Cogswell & Harrison London. The barrel •retains most original blue finish. The cylinder is also blued with Birmingham
proof marks. The frame has nearly all its original nickel silver •plating marked Tranters Patent on the frame & has initials below the hammer. Very good condition original walnut
grips. Contained in its •original burl walnut veneered case
with blue baize lining. Includes: rod, screw driver & key. It’s
case has a repair to the top & a piece of wood missing on the
lip. VGWO&C CLR.
106 - LANCASTER SHOTGUN
A very fine quality early English cased hammerless boxlock
shotgun by Charles Lancaster. 28" 12 Guage barrels with 1/2
and cylinder bore choking, some scroll engraving at the breech
& marked Charles Lanbcaster 15B New Bond St. London
Patent Ejecctor. The underside of the barrels are marked with
London proofs & British Nitro proof etc. The action is finished in the white & is profusely scroll engraved all over
with foliage and sunburst patterns. Marked Charles Lancaster
London on both sides. The underside of the action and
triggerguard & wrist are blued steel, these parts are also fully
engraved and retain nearly all finish, marked Patent Block
Safety on the lock. The wrist extends into a spear shape finial.
The tang of •the gun fitted with safety and engraved blued
lever. The gun is a twin trigger ejector model manufactured
in 1894. The walnut woodwork is in excellent condition with
fine chequering and engraved blued steel on the •forend.
The stock has been fitted with a rubber butt pad. Contained
in its original leather bound case with original green baize
lining with original trade labels etc Lancaster marked dummy
rounds plus oil bottles, the case is a bit worn but the gun is in
excellent condition with refinished barrels. ExWO&C ALR
107 - SAUER SHOTGUN
A German Sauer & Son 12 guage S/S shotgun. 30" Barrels
with thin original blue marked with Geco logo. The action
has grey metal finish, double triggers, good condition wooden
stock. GWO&C ALR

105

114

112 - REPRO PERCUSSION PISTOL
A most likely Italian reproduction S/S flintlock pistol. 19"
Aproximately 28 bore barrel, lock plate marked Cashmore.
Thining brown on the barrel, good •condition woodwork.
F-GWO&C B/CLR.
113 - REPRODUCTION ARMY PISTOL
An Italian Armi San Paolo reproduction Remington Army 44
caliber percussion 6 shot revolver. 6 1/2" Octagonal barrel
with adjustabe sights. Metalwork has grey metal finish, brass
trigger guard & wood grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
114 - S/A REVOLVER
A German Weihrauch Model W.S.A. S/action 6 shot revolver.
4 3/4" 44.40 Caliber barrel with nearly all original blue finish. The frame is case hardened & has most case colours with
some minor pin prick marks on the top strap. Very good original wood grips. Also has original box. VGWO&C B/CLR •
115 - TRILUX SIGHT
A Trilux sight & mount for the Brittish military SLR/LIA1
rifle. The unit has a red LED upgrade fitted marked Trilux
L2A2. The original tritium has expired, as to be expected
with its age. VGC
116 - TRILUX SIGHT & MOUNT
A Trilux sight & mount for the British/NZ military “SLR”
L1A1 rifle. Thinning original finish, tritium has expired, otherwise GC
117 - L1A1 BAYONET
A bayonet for the British/NZ military L1A1 rifle. 18" Bayonet with grey metal finish, black painted scabbard & grip.
GC

113

118 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
A British military pattern 1888 bayonet for the Lee Metford
rifle. 11 1/4" Blade, War Department marked, the other side
marked Wilkinson. 2ND pattern handle with 2 rivets & good
condition wood with some bruising. VGC original leather
scabard complete with frog. VGC

106
115

107

109

119 - SWISS BAYONET
A model 1918 pioneer bayonet for the Schmidt Rueben rifle.
11 1/4" Blade with makers name & grey patina. Complete
with refinished scabbard and frog. GC
120 - AKM BAYONET
A Russian bayonet for the AKM rifle. This is the type 2 variant with unusual pommel design is seldom seen. 6" Blade,
brown bakerlite handles & scabbard. Ex.C

108 - STIRLING SHOTGUN
A S/shot Stirling 12 guage shotgun. 28" 1/4 Choke barrel
with vent rib. This is the poachers model that folds in half for
easy carrying. Metalwork has near all original finish allover.
Excellent original woodwork. Ex.WO&C ALR.

121 - 1907 BAYONET
An Australian WW2 pattern 1907 bayonet for the Lee Enfield
No.1 MK3 rifle. 11 1/2" Blade, date 42. Has aged patina
allover, complete with scabbard. FC

109 - BAIZE CLOTH
A Large piece of navy blue coloured baize cloth. This is the
correct material for re lining antique or high grade gun cases
and is now difficuilt to find this correct material. 180x150cm
110 - REPRO PERCUSSION PISTOL
A US Thompson/Center percussion target/duelling pistol. 8"
Octagonal .45 caliber barrel fitted with adjustable sights.
Metalwork has most original blue finish on barrel & case
colours on engraved lock-plate & hammer. Twin set triggers,
brass furniture. Very good condition complete with rod &
bullet mould. VGWO&C B/CLR

117

111

110

122 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
A high quality German Mauser Model 66S bolt action rifle.
23 1/2" .308 •Caliber barrel fitted with original open sights.
The bolt action features •Mausers unique telescoping breech
system which shortens the overall length of the rifle. The action fitted with German Recknagel mounts and Tasco World
Class Plus scope. Also has twin set triggers, metalwork has
all original •blue finish. Excellent high grade walnut stock.
This gun is in excellent as new, unused condition. Circa late
1990’s. ExWO&C A L R •

123 - MAUSER66 RIFLE
A high quality German Mauser Model 66 sporting bolt action rifle. 24" Barrel in 7x64 caliber. The telescopic breech
marked Mauser-Werke Obendorf Gmbh Germany Model
.66SM. Fitted with one piece German Weaver type scope base
& Nikko Stirling scope. Metalwork has nearly all its original
blue finish. VGC original walnut stock with swivels.
Ex.WO&C ALR
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135 - FEDERAL PAPERWEIGHT
A round aproximately 7.5cm diameter clear resin paperweight
with federal logo & different led shot balls from 000 buck to
number 9’s. ExC

123
124
125

124 - MANLICHER RIFLE
A high quality Austrian 7x64 caliber Steyr Manlicher Model
M bolt action •sporting rifle. 25" Barrel with original open
sights and Steyr’s trademark hammer forge marks. The receiver fitted with high grade quick release mounts •& Kahles
Hella super telescopic sight. Metalwork has nearly all its original bright blue finish. Features twin set triggers & removable
rotary plastic magazine. Very good original wooden stock,
complete with sling swivels. VG-Ex.WO&C. ALR.

137 - GEVELOT BULLET BOARD
A French Gevelot glass framed bullet board, 40cm high x
33cm wide. 35 Assorted pistol & carbine bullets. VGC
138 - SPEER BULLEET BOARD
A wooden frame board containing aproximately 67 projectiles. mostly rifle & some pistol. Features coloured scene of
U.S. patriot with plains rifle, circa 1967. 34cm wide x 28 cm
high. VGC

125 - WALTHER RIFLE
A very nice quality German Walther .22LR bolt action sport126
ing rifle. 21" Barrel with original sights, the receiver marked
Walther & grooved for scope rings. Twin set triggers & 5
shot box magazine Metalwok has most original •blue finish, thinning in parts on the barrrel & trigger guard. Good
condition original wooden stock with sling swivels & some
minor dings. G-VGWO&C ALR. •

139 - BIG GAME BULLET BOARD
A bullet board for Australian company Woodleigh Gunsmithing. Features 29 big game bullets up to 600 nitro plus 6 cross
sections. Circa 1984, 38cm square. ExC
140 - AMT 1911 PISTOL
A US AMT brand “Government” model 1911 type semi auto
pistol. 5" 45ACP cal barrel. The stainless steel slide marked
with makers name etc. and fitted with fixed sights, original
extended slide release and safety plus adjustable trigger, original rubber grips complete with spare magazine and box
VGWO&C BCLR

126 - ANSCHUTZ 22 RIFLE
A high quality German Anschutz Model 1422 bolt action
sporting rifle. 23" Barrel with orginal sights, the receiver
marked with makers name & West •German address, plus
fitted with scope rings. Twin set trigger model, metalwork
has near all its original blue. VG condition wooden stock.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

139

127 - ANSCHUTZ MAGAZINES
A 10 shot & A 5 shot magazine for bolt action .22LR rifles.
GC
128 - BUCK KNIFE
A good quality US made Buck Special Model 119 hunting
knife. 5 1/2" Blade black leather sheath. VGC
129 - REMINGTON KNIFE
A US made Remington brand hunting knife in original box.
4 1/2" Blade, wood grips, leather sheath. ExC
130 - ELEY COLLECTORS AMMO
A very scarce vintage unopened 100 round box of 6.5mm
Mannlicher soft nose •bullets. The box is natural colour with
brown writing Eley Bros Lt.“Grand Prix” 100 solid metal
cartridges in clips. Also has stores listed and dates at opening
Sydney 1879. Vienna 1873. Paris 1889 & 1900 etc. VGC
ALR. •
131 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
A very rare 100 round unopened outer packet of 7x57 ammunition containing smaller packets. The brown paper wrapping is in excellent condition with yellow label & red writing, marked Kynoch 7mm Mauser Quantity 100 etc. Seldom
seen as these are broken up for packet resale. As with the
previous •lot a difficult item to find for the advanced cartridge collector. ExC ALR

136 - BARNES BULLET BOARD
A folding bullet board for US bullet maker Barnes.
Aproximately 53 assorted rifle projectiles, 1 missing. Orange
background, wood frame 57x30cm. GC

130

140

141

143

132 - 44 COLLECTORS AMMO
A vintage packet of Kynoch 44 Winchester (50 rounds) natural coloured box with black writing. ALR

141 - AMT HARDBALLER PISTOL
A good quality stainless steel US AMT brand Hardballer long
slide 1911 type pistol. 6 3/4" .45ACP barrel, slide fitted with
adjustable rear sight marked AMT etc. Metalwork in VGC.
Extended slide release and safety plus adjustable trigger. Fitted with rubber wrap around grips, includes original box with
spare magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
142 - BERNADELLI PISTOL
A good quality Italian Bernadelli Practical model S/auto pistol. 5" Barrel •in 9x21 caliber fitted with compensator. Silver alloy frame fitted with blued slide with original adjustable sights. The gun has extended slide release and safety as
well as a magazine well fitted as standard. Metalwork has
most original finish. Includes original soft bag, plus 3 spare
magazines. VGWO& C •B/CLR
143 - RUGER .22 PISTOL
A U.S Ruger Mark II .22lr semi auto pistol. 5 1/2" Bull barrel
with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with some
slight scratches overall. VGC original black plastic grips.
VGWO&C BCLR
144 - HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
A US High Standard .22lr semi auto pistol. 4 1/4" slab sided
barrel marked the victor .22lr on one side and High Standard
on the other, fitted with original adjustable sights. Metalwork
has most overall original blue, frame marked model 107 Military, this gun has similar weight and same grip rake as a 1911
making it the ideal practice .22. VGC original grips includes
original magazine and two spares. VGWO&C B/CLR
145 - 9X21 BRASS
Aproximately 150 new & 350 used, to suit lot 132 or similar.
GC

144
133 - WEATHERBY PAPER WEIGHT
A circa 1980"s Weatherby firearms bullet plaque/paper
weight. Translucent blue perspex containing 9 Weathery rifle
cartridges from 1224 to 460. Aproximately 27cm x12cm some
slight scratching the finish otherwise V G C •
134 - 30.06 PAPERWEIGHT
A circular paper weight featuring blue line and a deer, plus a
30.06 bullet inset in the clear resin. Also has original brown
box. ExC

146 - 1911 HOLSTER
A Safariland brown leather open front competition holster
for a 1911 plus a size 38 belt and 5 single stack magazine
holders. F-GC

142

147 - 1911 HOLSTER & BELT
Black Safariland open front 1911 holster with Hellwig size
42 2 piece velcro belt. VGC

148 - 2 1911 HOLSTERS
A nice quality Idaho leather dark brown basket weave holster
with flap. Plus a reproduction US Vietnam period shoulder
holster as used by pilots. •Both VGC
149 - VALMET RIFLE
A Finish VAlmet M76 ‘AK’ type .223 S/auto rifle. 17" Barrel
with flash hider & bayonet lug. Metalwork has near all its
original finish. Includes 30 round magazine. Excellent original synthetic forend pistol grip & wooden butt stock.
ExWO&C ELR

149

150

161 - 2 1/4" COLT THUNDERER
A Colt Model 1877 Thunderer .41 caliber D/action revolver.
2 1/4” Barrel with Hartford address, metalwork has dark aged
patina & traces of original •blue. Some pin prick marks on
the barrel, top strap and cylinder. 1887 Manufacture with
matching numbers. Very good condition, but worn hard •rubber birds head grips with rampant horse logo. As with the
following 3 lots these guns are hard to find in working
conditiion & guns in this condition are increasingly more
desirable. VG-Ex.WO&C CLR.

150 - NORINCO 84S S/A RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco type 94S .223 S/auto “AK” type rifle.
16" Barrel with flash hider & bayonet lug. Metalwork with
near all its original finish. Excellent original woodwork. Complete with original box containing 1 extra 30 round magazine, a supperssor which can be fitted when the flash hider is
removed, bayonet & sling. VGWO&C ELR.
151 - AK47 RIFLE
A Chinese 7.62x39 cal 56S semi automatic ‘AK’ type rifle.
16"Barrel with original sights etc. norinco marked. Metalwork has near all original blue. EXC original woodwork complete with 30 round magazine. EXWO&C

162 - 3 1/4" COLT THUNDERER
A model 1877 .41 caliber Thunderer D/action revolver. 3 1/
4" Barrel with Hartford address. Metalwork has grey to dark
patina with traces of original blue. Very good condition
slightly worn hard rubber birds head grips with rampant horse.
Matching serial numbers 1886 year of manufacture. Hard to
find a better example. VG-ExWO&C. CLR.

161

152 - VALMET DRUM MAGAZINE
A scarce drum magazine for the .223 caliber VAlmet M76
Assault rifle. Front loading, most likely 100 rounds. Retains
nearly all original finish. VGC.
153 - VALMET MAGAZINE
A 30 round plastic magazine to suit the .223 caliber Valmet
M76 assault rifle. VGC
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160 - COLT FRONTIER REVOLVER
A Colt double action Frontier Army model revolver. 5 1/4"
Barrel in .45 Colt cal with shrouded ejector rod. The 6 shot
cylinder with British proof marks and Hartford address. Trigger guard marked 45 cal and B military inspection mark.
Metalwork has grey patina on barrel, most overall thining
blue on the frame. VGC original wooden grips with lanyard
ring. Trigger return mechanism slightly at fault otherwise
VGC CLR

163

163 - 4 1/4" COLT THUNDERER
A nice example of a .41 caliber D/action Colt Thunderer revolver with 4 1/4" barrel marked with Hartford address &
marked Colt D.A.41 on the side. Shrouded ejecctor rod underneath. Grey to black patina with thinning original blue in
parts. Excellent original hard rubber birds head grips, 1905
year of manufacture & with matching serial numbers.
VGWO&C CLR. •

162

154 - 84S MAGAZINE
A 30R mag. for the Norinco 84S .223 caliber AK rifle V G C •
155 - 84S MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

164 - 5 3/4" COLT THUNDERER
A model 1877 Colt D/action revovler. 5 3/4", 41 Caliber barrel marked Colt DA 41 on side & Hartford addess on the top.
Shrouded ejector rod underneath. Dark grey to black aged
patina. Very good condition original worn hard rubber birds
head grips with horse logo. Matching number, 1902 year of
manufacture. VGWO&C CLR

164

156 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
A 75 round drum magazine for the 56S/AK47 7x39 caliber
assault rifle, Chinese front loading type. Some slight rust staining to the front otherwise VGC
158
157 - AK MAGAZINES
2 30 Round magazines for the 7x39 caliber AK47 or type
56S rifle. Includes a double mag clip to join them together
plus a loading tool. VGC
158 - S&W REVOLVING CARBINE
An extremely rare and desirable American S&W Model 320
revolving rifle. 16" .320R caliber barrel with dove tailed foresight and twin position rear sight. Marked Smith & Wesson
with Massachusett address and patent dates of 1865, 1869,
1871, 1875 & 1877. The metalwork has most original finish
overall. Excellent original hard rubber pistol grip with S&W
logo and forend, both with correct mottled finish. Complete
with its original walnut•shoulder stock with original
chequered hard rubber black butt plate, also with S&W logo.
The model 320 is one of the major prizes in the S&W collecting field and seldom offered for sale. The 16" model is the
most rare with only 239 made out of a total of 977. This one
is serial No.94 circa 1880. VGC CLR
159 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
A now scarce US Military civil war period 1860 Army percussion .44 cal •revolver. 8" Barrel with New York address.
The 3 screw frame marked Colts patent on left hand side.
The cylinder has clear navel scene and marked •Colts patent
then serial number and patented September 10th 1850. Brass
triggerguard with a few small dings, steel back strap and butt
plate cut for •shoulder stock. All serial numbers except the
wedge are matching and are 1863 production. Military acceptance marks on the barrel, cylinder and back strap and
trigger guard. Metalwork has grey/white metal finish with
only a •small section of pin prick marks on the back strap. 165
ExC original wood grips with Military inspectors cartouche
on both sides of the grip. VGWO&C NLR

165 - WINCHESTER 94 CENTENIAL RIFLE
A limited edition Winchester 94 lever action rifle commemorating 100 years of the Model 1894 rifle. 25" Octagonal to
round barrel in 30.30 caliber, marked 1894-1994 & Winchester address on top. Foliage & deer engraved •action on both
side. Excellent original chequered Walnut stock. Complete
with original box. In unfired as new Ex.WO&C ALR
166 - CRAZY HORSE RIFLE
A Winchester model 94 lever action rifle commemorating the
famous Indian chief Crazy Horse. 23" Round barrrel in 3855 caliber. The action is colour case hardened & engraved on
both sides with Indian hunting scene. Metalwork •has all its
original finish. Excellent condition walnut wood stock with
brass rivet design. Complete with original decorative box.
As new unfired. Ex.WO&C ALR

159

166

168

167 - YELLOW BOY RIFLE
A Winchester commemorative 94 lever action rifle. 19 1/2"
Round 30.30 caliber barrel with full length magazine tube &
original sights. Marked Yellow boy Indian carbine. The receiver and barrel band are brass, engraved Indian head design. The plating is slightly chiped in parts, retains near all
original blue. Excellent original woodwork. GWO&C ALR
•
168 - ROSSI L/A RIFLE
A Rossi version of the Model 92 L/A carbine. Stainless steel
action & 19” barrel in .357 magnum caliber with full length
magazine. Very good conditiion woodwork.
VG-EXWO&C ALR

169 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
A Model 92 L/action carbine circa 1919 in 44.40 caliber. 19
1/2" Barrel with replacement full length mag tube & bands.
Metalwork has dark patina, woodwork with trapdoor in butt.
F-GWO&C ALR

189
190

170 - .41 AMMO
A packet of NZ Apex cartridges made .41 caliber ammo for
early Colt revolvers (20 rounds). ALR

188 - MARTINI HENRY CARBINE
A British Military 303 cal Martini Henry Carbine. 20" Barrel
with original sights and bayonet log. Metalwork has dark aged
patina. GC original woodwork •complete with correct sling.
GWO&C ALR

171 - 38-55 AMMO
A packet of Winchester brand 38-55 caliber soft point.
ExC•ALR

189 - LONG TOM RIFLE
A British Military Lee Enfield no.1* “Long Tom” 303 cal
bolt action rifle. •30" Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Marked BSA 1901 LE MKI* •Metalwork has most
overall blue thinning slightly in parts. VGC original •woodwork with only a few dings plus stock marking 1* and correct leather sling. VGWO&C ALR

172 - 44-40 AMMO
140 Rounds of 44-40 Winchester ammo, 2x50 round packets of Winchester SP and 2 x20 round packets of Dominion
200G SP. VGC ALR
173 - 38/357 AMMO
A Winchester 50 round box of 38’s 110 gr. JHP & 158 Federal JSP 50 round box. ExC ALR
174 - WINCHESTER BOOK
The Winchester Book 1 of 1000 by Madis. The bible for Winchester collectors. •Large format, hard cover signed by the
author, 654 pages, black & white •photos. VGC

188

176 - WINCHESTER CATALOGUES
2xReproduction Winchester catalogues from 1891 & 1899.
Soft cover, small format 130 & 84 pages. GC

191

178 - .303 SLING
For the No.3 rifle marked Wrights Ltd 1917 ExC

192

181 - K98 CLEANING ROD ETC.
A metal 1 piece cleaning rod plus a metal Waffen stamped
muzzle protector & a rubber muzzle protector. VGC

193 - COLT 1921 THOMPSON SMG
Very 1st production Auto Ordnance model of 1921 Thompson .45acp cal SMG.. Manufactured by colt in early 1921.
This extremely rare 3 digit #708 serial number Thomopson
was sold to the infamous George Gordon Rorke in N.Y. city
3/6/1921 under the guise of the American Railroad Co. It
was later found to be part of a smugled shipment of 495
Thompsons on board a steamer loading at Hoboken N.J.
bound for Ireland & the Irish rebellion. It was found again in
1941 in a cache of 111 Thompson’s discovered by the Irish
Garda in County Mayo Ireland. This gun has been well recorded in The American Legend, The ultimate Thompson &
The Gun that made the Twenties Road & others. Excellent
orginal stamping of Auto Ordinance address & patent dates
& Colt Patent Fire Arms Co. Matching number on receiver &
frame, excellent allover blue, this gun has been professionaly
restored at some time past. Excellent original woodwork.
Complete with an original 1920 Patent date 20 round magazine. A unique opportunity for the advanced collector.
ExWO&C CLR

182 - K98 POUCHES
A pair of dark brown leather ammo pouches for the WW2
Nazi German K98 rifle. Code marked CXM & dated 1943
on the back. VGC
183 - ENTRENCHING TOOL
A WW2 German entrenching tool, has been painted green
allover. Part of the finish removed on the blade to expose
Nazi mark & maker vBw. G-VGC•
184 - MP40 FIRING PIN
An original firing pin for a German WW2 MP40 9mm SMG.
VGC
185 - MP40 MAGAZINE
A 32 round stick mag for the MP38/40 sub machinegun. Nazi
marked Kur 43 & MP38u40. Retains most overall original
finish with some speckling. G-VGC
186 - STEN GUN PARTS
2 9mm Sten gun magazines plus a loading tool & breach
block. V G C •

191 - NORWEGIAN 1914 PISTOL
An extremely scarce Model 1914 S/A pistol. These pistols in
11.25mm cal •were manufactured under license from Colt
by the Norwegian’s for their •military use. Manufactured in
1926 and only 32,000 wer made in total, making •this very
scarce and desirable for the Colt collector. 5" Barrel, slide
with •original sights, L/H side marked 11.25mm Aut Pistol
M/1914 & serial # R/H side marked 1927. Metalwork has
thin original blue to a grey metal patina over most of the gun.
VG original chequered grips, complete with correct 2 tone
magazine. This model of gun was also used by the Nazi’s
during WW2 G-VGWOR&C B/CLR
192 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
A US military 1919 manufactured Colt Model 1911 .45ACP
caliber S/A pistol. 5" Barrel, slide with British proof marks
on chamber, fitted with original sights. L/H side marked Colt
with patent dates & address. R/H side marked Model of 1911
US ARMY. The frame marked United States Property & inspection marks. Metalwork has nearly all its original blue
finish. The •original wooden grips are worn but in good condition. VGWO&C B/CLR

179 - 303 BORE VIEWER
An English Enfield bore inspection tool, brass construction,
for the Lee Enfield. VGC
180 - .303 BORE VIEWER
A similar to but Canadian manufacture. VGC

190 - FULTON ENFIELD TARGET RIFLE
A rare & desirable Lee Enfield No.1 MK3 .303 caliber bolt
action military •target rifle by G.Fulton of Bisley. 23" Heavy
Lithgow barrel marked •G.Fulton above the chamber, barley corn front sight. Sought after AGP Model •T2 aperture
sight fitted with Parker Hale iris aperture with haze filters.
•The action is a circa 1920’s BSA make. Very good condition original •woodwork. A unique opportunity for the discerning 303 collector. VGWO&C ALR

187

175 - WINCHESTER HAND BOOK
Smaller format companion book to the previous lot, 286 pages,
black & white photos, Hard cover. GC

177 - WESTERN HOLSTER & BELT
A dark brown/black traditional cowboy style holster to fit
Colt S/A revolvers or similar. The belt with carved design,
most likely Mexican made. •GC
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187 - MARTINI HENRY
A British Military Martini Henry rifle. 32" 577-450 cal barrel with original •sights. The action marked crown over VR
Enfield 1886. Metalwork has most overall thinning finish.
VG original woodwork complete with sling VGWO&C ALR

193

194 - THOMPSON C DRUM MAGAZINE
A 100 round C drum for the Thompson .45 cal SMG. Auto
Ordnance Corp with •NY address & 1920 patents. Front
cover stamped “Magazine Type C-Thompson Sub Machine
Gun-100 cartrdiges cal.45 & Wind to 15 clicks. ExC NLR

195 - THOMPSONB L DRUM MAG.
50 Round .45ACP drum mag for the Thompson SMG.
Stamped Auto Ordnance Corp •with NY address & 1920
patent dated. Also marked Type L 50 Cartridges Cal .45 &
wind to 9 clicks, as new. ExC

196

196 - MANTON FOWLING PIECE
A high quality cased antique D/B percussion fowling piece
by Joseph Manton of London. 28" Aproximately 16 bore barrels with most overall brown finish, marked Joseph Manon’s
Patent Elevation, this refers to the elevated rib which Manton
invented. The steel lock plate is border line engraved as well
as being marked Joseph Manton London and engraved with
foliage pattern. The •typical Manton heavy neck cocks are
engraved with floral pattern, the top of •the action is also
engraved with foliage design. The metalwork has a dark aged
patina with traces of orignal blue around the trigger guard
which is •also engraved extending into pineapple & spear
shaped finials at each end. •The Walnut stock is in overall
good condition, and has a silver name escutcheon on top of
the wrist marked with H. Contained in its original •mahogany case with brass ring pull marked with the same letter
H as the gun. The case has its original dark green baize lining
with correct Manton trade label. Includes: shot bag & flask
which has split seam, nipple key caps and other accessories.
The gun was originaly a flintlock cica early 1800’s and has
been converted to percussion by Manton
197 - REILLY CASED DOUBLE RIFLE
A very nice antique D/barrel muzzle loading percussion rifle
by E.M.Reilly & Co. of London. 27 1/2" Approximately 8bore
barrels with twin groove rifling. The damascus steel barrels
with most overall brown finish. The central rib with fully
swamped pattern has a 4 leaf sight & marked E.M.Reilly &
Co. 16 New Oxford Street London & Paris. London proof
marks underneath original ebony ramrod. The lock plate still
retains a lot of case colours & marked with makers name,
borderline engraved as well as light engraving on the cocks.
The top of the action extending back into the wrist also retaining some case colours & borderline engraved. The
triggerguard retaining traces of original blue. The original
walnut woodwork has an aged repair near the cross pin escutcheons, otherwise the chequering is still crisp & no major
dings or cracks. Steel butt pad with some staining. Contained
in its original oak case which has been relined a long time
past with a green velvet lining. Case contains assorted accessories including: bullet mould, Hawksley flask, clearing
rod, nipple wrench etc. NLR

197

20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK WILL
COMMENCE AFTER LOT 200

198- CALLISHER & TERRY BULLET MOULD
A scarce bronze single cavity .50cal bullet mould for the
Callisher & Terry percussion carbine. Marked FOR
TERRY’S PATENT on the handle and is also marked LTO
40 on the side of the mould. ExC
199 - SILVER MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A fine pair of early flintlock silver mounted 15 bore holster
pistols by London gun maker James Freeman circa 1725. The
two stage barrels are slightly flared towards the muzzle with
silver drop shaped foresights. The breeches are signed along
a flat panel and framed by chiselled foliage. Signed rounded
lock plates and borderline engraved cocks. The silver wire
inlay full length stocks feature silver trigger guards each with
folliage finial and engraved with the profile bust of a warrior.
The butts of the pistol grips features silver grotesque mask
and owners armorial cartouche ( Kirby of Hampshire). Silver
molded ramrod pipes and iron capped horn tipped ramrods.
Due to unforseen circumstances we did not have posession
of these pistols at time of cataloguing. For this reason we do
not have colour photographs and relied on the vendors description. For any revisions to this description and a full
selction of photographs view our website
www.gunauction.co.nz or contact us.
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200 - DOUBLE KENTUCKY FLINTLOCK RIFLE
An extremely rare over and under double Kentucky / Philadelphia rifle by Stoffil Smith of Berks county Pa and dated
1821. 39 1/4” octagonal swivel - turnover barrels. Both in
.45 caliber, one rifled and the other smooth bore. Brass foresights, steel leaf rear sight and thining original brown finish.
The reverse side of the lock plate is brass and marked Stoffil
Smith 1821. The brass triggerguard moves backwards to allow the barrels to be turned over. Excellent condition original tiger striped maple woodword without any major dings
or scratches. Features ornate brass patch box and butt plate
as well as ram rod guides and decorative cross pin escutcheons also in brass. The original steel capped ram rod is also
in excellent condition. This gun has survived in excellent
condition as many were converted to percussion. A truly world
class gun. The maker is documented in several books and
included with this lot are coppies of relevant pages.
ExWO&C. NLR

* Pistol Club Shooters - We have been informed by the
Police Arms Office -That if you wish to uplift a pistol on
your B license at the auction, you will have to bring
with you a “ Pinky ” form from your pistol club secretary. As you will not know which items you will be
successfull bidders on we sugest you create a wish list of
handugns. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the
goods at a later date from S.A.I Guns in Penrose
We will provide wrapping for firearms and items at the
Auction. We recommend that you bring lock boxes for
transporting handguns.

199

201 - REMINGTON CALENDER
8 Circa 1980’s reproduction of 1900-20’s Remington calenders. Each feature a circle print of a hunting scene with
tear off pages. Ideal for framing. GC

221

223
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218 - REMINGTON RACE CAR AMMO
A circa 1997 Remingtoin race car ammo tin. Metal tin shaped
like the race car, contains 7 assorted packets of .22. Also has
cardboard box, slightly tatty otherwise GC ALR

202 - WINCHESTER CALENDERS
3 With large pencil scetch prints of wildlife scenes (8 in total) plus 3 with hunting & western scenes. Circa late 1970’s
early 80’s. GC

219 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD
An oval faux wood plstic bullet board for Sierra bullets USA,
aproximately 79 projectiles, 1 missing. 56cm high, circa 1975.
GC

203 - PARKER HALE 20G BRUSHES ETC.
.45 Caliber & 20g nylon brush plus a 289 & 410 mop. Unused in packets, plus 2 steel 12G snap caps, ideal for a nice
English shotgun. ExC

220 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
1964 Board commeemorating 100 years of reloading.
Aproximately 64 assorted projectiles, 1 has come off but is
present. Green background with Wincchester 73 & Colt Single
Action. GC

204 - POCKET CLEANING KIT ETC.
A Kleen bore pocket cleaning kit for a 45 pistol. All pulls
apart to fit in to the handle. 9 Stainless steel 38/9mm caliber
brushes and a magazine brush. All new. ExC

221 - NAGANT CARBINE
A Polish model 1953 44 Military Carbine. 21" 7.62+54R cal
barrel with original sights. The ring marked 1953 and Arsenal marks. The receiver fitted with correct Military sight and
turned down bolt handle. Metalwork has near all original blue.
EXC original woodwork fitted with sling plus webbing scope
cover. EXWO&C ALR

205 - BREAKABLE TARGETS
12 Dozen CAC breakable bulls eye .22/air rifle targets in
original boxes. Great fun. Some may be broken otherwise
GC
209
206 - SLAVIA AIR RIFLE
A Czech made Slavia model 77lux air rifle. GC
207 - BSA AIR RIFLE
A Meteor model in 177 caliber. Metalwork has most paint
finish. Woodwork has scratches & dings. F-GC NLR

223 - STEYR 95 RIFLE
An Austrian Steyer M95 Military straight pull rifle. 8+56e
cal barrel with original sights. The receiver has been drilled
and tapped on the left rear for a scope otherwise original.
Most overall blue. VGC original workwork. GWO&C ALR

208 - 303 SPORTER RIFLE
A sporterised Lithgow No.3 rifle in 303 caliber. 25" Barrel
with original sights, Parker Hale mount. Shortened
woodswork. GWO&C ALR

224 - 8X56R AMMO
60 Rounds of 8x56R ammo for the Steyr M95 rifle, some in
paper & string packets, the rest loose. GC ALR

209 - PARKER HALE SPORTERISED RIFLE
An Australian Lithgow No.1 MK3 Lee EEnfield sporterised
by Paraker Hale in England. 22" Shortened barrel with sights,
thining original finish. Sporterised stock with cheek piece.
GWO&C ALR
225
210 - SPORTERISED 303 RIFLE
A cut down Australian Lithgow No.3 MK1 rifle. 25" Barrel,
metalwork has grey metal finish, shortened woodwork.
F-GWO&C ALR
211 - BORE SIGHTER
A Tasco brand bore sighter allowing telescopic sights to be
aligned with the bore of the gun. Includes 14 arbours to cover
all calibers between .17-.45. Includes box. ExC

226

212 - SIMMONS SPOTTING SCOPE
A compact 25 power spotting scope in original box with bipod.
GC

215 - VINTAGE AMMO POSTERS
2 Vintage posters on wood backing. The first circa 1920 for
US Shot Shells cartridges with hunter & dog eating his lunch.
The second for Remington circa 1907 with hunter & bear.
Both aproximately 66x47cm. GC
216 - VINTAGE ADVERTISING POSTERS
The first for Remington UMC with 2 hunters in a boat plus a
bear on the shoreline circa 1910. The other for Remington
Autoloader rifle circa 1909 with camp fire & wolf scene. Both
with basic wooden frames, aproximately 75x48cm. GC
217 - CIGARETTE DISPENSOR
A bullet shaped table top brass coloured plastic dispensor.
GC

225 - STEYR 1909 PISTOL
A seldom seen Austrian Steyr model 1909 .25 cal Pocket Pistol. 2" Barrel with tipping system allowing it to be loaded
directly into the chamber. The frame marked Steyr etc and
Pieper patent. Metalwork has most overall original blue
thining on top of the slide. EXC original hard rubber Steyr
logo grips complete with original magazine and a brown
leather period holster VGWO&C CLR
226 - MAUSER VEST POCKET PISTOL
A German Mauser WTP Pocket Pistol in .25 cal 2 1/4" barrel. The slide marked Mauser-Werke Obendorf WTP etc.
Metalwork has thining overall original blue. EXC original
grips and Mauser banner marked magazine, circa 1922-1939
GWO&C•CLR
227 - PIEPER PISTOL
A Belgian Pieper model O type 1908 Pocket Pistol. 2 1/4"
.32 Cal barrel.•Metalwork has most overall original blue with
some pin pricking, the original hard rubber grips are slightly
damaged at the bottom but complete, includes original magazine. GWO&C CLR

213 - TRIGGER PULL GUAGE
An English made brass steel guage, measurements in pounds.
GC
214 - SLING SWIVELS ETC.
2 Pair of quick release sling swivels, plus 2 swivel studs & a
nylon sling with QD swivels attached. VGC

222 - RPG SIGHT
A Russian RPG telescopic sight complete with original green
webbing carry case. ExWO&C

227

228

228 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A Belgian Browning 1910 .32 cal semi auto pistol with 3 1/
4" barrel. Slide marked FN Brownings patent etc. The frame
unusually marked with English retailer A.G PARKER BIRMINGHAM. Metalwork has most overall original blue. VGC
original hard rubber grips VGWO&C CLR
229 - .25 AMMO
150 Rounds of .25ACP 6.35mm ammo. 2 50 Round packets
of PMC & 1 of American Eagle brand. ExC ALR
230 - .32 AMMO
100 Rounds of .32ACP 7.65mm ammo. Yugoslav made in
25 round packs. ExC ALR
231 - WW2 45 AMMO
A packet of original WW2 period u.s. .45 Ammo marked 50
cartridge Ball caliber 45 M1911 Remington Arms etc.
ExC ALR
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232 - WW2 45 AMMO
Similar to previous but Olin manufacture. ExC ALR

249 - H&K/AR15 MAGAZINE
A similar lot. ExC
237

236

233 - 1911 AMMO
A 20 round packet of WW2 US 45ACP ammo marked 20
cartridges pistol bull caliber .45 M1911, Western cartridge
company. ExC ALR

250 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A hard to find 30 round magazine for the US .223 Ruger
Mini 14 rifle. Retains most overall blue finish. GC
251 - AK47 MAGAZINES
2 30 Round magazines for the AK47/Type 56S 7x39 caliber
rifle. Chinese made. VGC

234 - 1911 AMMO
A similar lot but Remington manufacture. ExC ALR
235 - 1911 AMMO
A similar lot but Frankford Arsenal manufacture. ExC ALR

252 - 84S MAGAZINE
A 30 round .223 caliber magazine for the Chinese type 84S
“AK” S/auto rifle. Retains most original finish. VGC

236 - STEYR SPORTING RIFLE
A very nice quality circa 1960’s Steyr Shanauer bolt action
sporting rifle. 23" Steyr Daimler & dated 65. Fitted with scope
mounts & bushnell scope. Metalwork has most origiinal blue
finish, thining on the underside of the barrel. Butter knife
bolt handle and a couple of spots on the barrel. Excellent
condition original woodwork with rubber butt pad & sling
swivels. VGWO&C ALR
237 - STEYR MANNLICHER CARBINE
A high quality Austrian Steyr Mannlicher Model 4 .223
calibher sporting carbine. 19" Barrel with original sights &
hammer forge pattern. The receiver fitted with high grade
quick release mounts & bushnell scope. Twin set triggers and
removable plastic rotarry magaqzine. The blue is thinning on
the barrel, good original full length wooden stock with sling.
GWO&C •ALR

253 - COLT 1892 NEW ARMY REVOLVER
A scarce .41 cal Colt model 1892 new Army double action
revolver. 6" Barrel marked with Hartford address and patent
dates of 1884, 88 and 95, also marked Colt DA 41 on left
hand side. Metalwork retains near all over original blue thinning in some spots on the barrel. ExC original hard rubber
grips with Colt and Rampant horse. Serial number range is
manufactured in 1899, hard to find better example.
EXWO&C CLR
238
254 - COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER
A Colt Pocket Positive model 6 shot double action revolver
manufactured in 1912. 2 1/4" Barrel in .32 Colt cal marked
Pocket Positive and British prooved also on the frame and
cylinder. Colt rampant horse on the frame. Metalwork has
most original blue thining in parts. EXC hard rubber original
grips. VGWO&C CLR

238 - SAKO RIFLE
A very nice high quality Finish Sako A11 Hunter bolt action
sporting rifle. 22" Blued barrel & action, fitted with scope
mounts & rings. Metalwork has nearly all its original finish,
excellent original walnut stock.Ex.WO&C ALR.

256

239 - RUGER HORNET RIFLE
A U.S. Ruger Model 77/22 bolt action sporting rifle in .22
Hornet caliber. 19" Blued barrel without sights. The receiver
fitted with Tasco World Class 3-9 power telescopic sight.
Excellent condition original wooden stock. Ex.WO&C ALR

239

256 - COLT FRONTIER SCOUT REVOLVER
A scarce and highly collectable Colt Frontier Scout Buntline
.22 single action revolver. Scarce 9 1/2" barrel model with
Hartford address. The frame marked with Colt horse. The
barrel has near all original blue, the finish on the frame has
some pinprick marks as is common with this finish. EX.C
original faux antler grips complete with original brown
woodgrain box, 1969 manufacture. VGWO&C BCLR

240 - HORNET MAGAZINE
A Ruger 10 shot magazine for the above 22 Hornet rifle. VGC
241 - HORNET AMMO
160 Rounds of S&B brand .22 Hornet soft point ammo. In
original boxes. GC ALR
242 - HORNET AMMO ETC.
200 Rounds of Winchester soft point ammo, plus a bag of
used brass. GC ALR

253

257 - COLT HUNTSMAN PISTOL
A Colt Huntsman version of the Woodsman .22lr semi auto
pistol. 6" Round •barrel with fixed sights and Hurtford address slide marked Colt Automatic •etc. The frame marked
Huntsman and Rampunt horse. Metalwork has near all original blue all over. ExC original black plastic grips, 1959 manufacture. ExWO&C BCLR

254

243 - HARRIS BIPOD
A high quality U.S. made Harris Model 1A2 H bipod. Legs
expand to approximately 60cm. In original packet. ExC
244 - HARRIS BIPOD
A US Harris Model L1A2 bipod. Extends to approximately
30 cm. In as new condition with original bag. ExC

255

258 - COLT CONVERSION KIT
A scarce and very collectable original Colt .22LR conversion
kit for the •Colt “1911” type pistols. The kit is contained in
its original brown faux leather cardboard box with Colt logo
& contains Colt marked slide with near all original blue with
only a few small pin prick marks. Plus: barrel, magazine,
recoils springs & slide stop. VGWO&C

245 - AR15 MAGAZINE
A U.S. Magpul brand 30 round AR15/M16 magazine. Polymer construction,black colour, new in original packet. ExC.
246 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot only in dark earth colour. ExC
247 - AR15 FLARE LAUNCHER
A flare launcher similar in style to the grenade launcher to fit
the Colt AR15/M16 rifle. The model is the M2307 by RPB
Industries. Ideal to create the look of the grenade launcher.
Ex.C
248 - H&k/AR15 MAGAZINE
A top quality German H&K made .223 45 round magazine
for the H&K rifle. Also fits AR15/M16. All original blue finish. ExC

255 - POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER
A Colt Police Positive Special 6 shot double action revolver.
4" Barrel with Hartford address on top of the side marked
Police Positive Special 32.20WCF. The frame with Rampant
horse. Metalwork has most original blue finish thining slightly
on the barrel. EX.C original hard rubber grips. This gun is
first year of manufacture of 1907 for Colts largest volume of
double action revolver produced at over 750,000 units produced up until the 1980’s. VG-EXWO&C BCLR

257

258

259 - WEBLEY .22LR CONVERSION KIT
A .22LR barrel sleeve & cylinder to convert a MKV1 .38
webley for practise. In its original British military stores packaging. ExC
260 - WALNUT STOCK BLANK
A nice quality walnut stock blank to suit a double barrel flintlock/percussion rifle or fowling piece, with integeral forend
(one piece type stock). Pre cut in the square, RH cast. ExC

261 - SHOTGUN STOCK BLANK
A nice quality Walnut butt stock blank to suit a double barrel
S/S shotgun, 450mm long pre cut in the square. Ex.C
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273 - MAUSER MACHINE GUN
An extremely rare WW2 Nazi Luftwaffe twin Mauser Model
812 machine guns. This was removed from a German Dornier
Model D018 flying boat which crashed in Denmark in 1944.
One barrel was destroyed in the crash so 2 dummy barrels
were fitted. The gun comes with 1 origiinal barrel and shroud,
both receivers marked MG81 ordnance marks and byf for
Mauser. This is the only one of these items we know of in the
country and an interesting piece of WW2 history.
VGC CLR

265

262 - WINCHESTER STOCK
A Walnut stock for the long action featherweight model 70
bolt action rifle. Some surface scratching in parts, missing
plastic pistol grip cap, otherwise VGC
263 - WINCHESTER 94 STOCK
A Walnut butt stock for the Model 94 lever action rifle.
Straight cut design, chequered at the wrist. ExC

274 - THOMPSON 3 MAG POUCH & MAGS
USMC green webbing pouch containing 3 30 round mags
for the Thompson SMG. Pouch marked usmc & maker
RMCO, dated 1944. Magazines marked Syemour Product
Co and are in unissued condition. ExC

264 - WINCHESTER 94/22 FOREND ETC.
A Walnut forend for the 94/22 lever action, and a broken
butt stock that could be repaired. The forend in ExC, P-GC
265 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
A modern Italian made Beretta Model AL391 Urika 12 gauge
S/auto shotgun. 24" Vent rib barrel with 3" Chamber and
with choke system. Metalwork has near all its original finish.
Excellent original synthetic stock. Contained in its original
hard case with 4 other chokes & manual etc. Ex.WO&C ALR

273

276 - BROWNING MG TRIPOD
A tripod mount for the WW2 Browning M2 30.06 caliber
machine gun, marked mount, tripod cal. 30 M2 & makers
name & dated 1944. has most overall finish & includes T&E
Ex.C

266

266 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN
A US Remington S/auto Model 1187 12G shotgun. This gun
includes a total of 3 barrels fitted with a 25" inter choke barrel fitted with a 1/4 choke. Also has a 21" fitted barrel that is
fitted swith a scope base. Also a 21" inter choke barrel fitted
with rifle sights. All barrels are 3" chamber. The receiver of
the gun fitted with a tec loader speedloader system & includes 6 tubes. Metalwork thinning slightly on the receiver.
Good original synthtetic stock. VGWO&C ALR.

277 - M2 TRIPOD COVERS
An olive canvas cover for the US WW2 M2 machinegun.
Marked cover, tripod mount M2 & dated 42 with manufacturers name. Plus a dark green tripod hood dated 43. GC
278 - US MG BARREL BAG
A tan coloured canvas barrel bag for the US Browning MG.
The bag is quite dirty otherwise GC

267 - PERFEX SHOTGUN
A French made for Husqvarna 12G S/auto “Skeet” shotgun.
22" Barrel 2 3/4" chamber with cylnder choke. Metalwork
has most overall original blue finish. Good condition original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

279 - BAR MAGAZINE ETC.
A 20 round magazine for the US military B.A.R. 30.06 rifle.
Plus a magazine charger/loader, grey metal finish on the magazine, the loader has black finish, some slight dings. GC

268 - WINCHESTER 12G AMMO
A slab (250 rounds) of Winchester Super X 2 3/4" 36 gram
lead size 4’s 12 guage shotgun rounds.

276

271

269 - WINCHESTER 12G AMMO
Same as previous lot except size #3’s and only 9 packets,
225 rounds.

280 - VICKER MACHINE GUNNERS JACKET
A scarce WW2 British/Australian Vickers machine gunners
vest. Khaki wool with leather shoulder pads & Australian
Military buttons. VGC
281 - THOMPSON ACCESSORY SET
An original US Military accessory set for the M1 & M1A1
WW2 period SMG’S. Contains spare parts bag, chamber
brush, fabric envelope, steel buffer, guide rod & ejector. ExC

270 - WINCHESTER 12G AMMO
3 Packets 15 rounds of Winchester 12 guage 2 3/4" solid
slugs. Plus 11 buck shot rounds. GC ALR

282 - THOMPSON BARREL
For the 1928 A1 Thompson without flutes & fitted with the
cutts compensator. • G C

271 - BROWNING B.A.R
A scarce US Military WWII period Browning Automatic
Rifle. 26" 30 .06 Cal barrel with original sights and bipod
and dated 2-45. The receiver marked Browning Automatic
Rifle US cal 30M 1918 A2, US Ordnance marked. Manufactured by NE Small Arms Corp. The barrel and action are British proof marked. Metalwork retains near all original
parkerised finish all over. VGC original wood stock and carry
sling and box magazine. Hard to find a better example.
EXWO&C CLR

283 - CUTS COMPENSATOR
For a 1928 Thompson marked Auto Ordnance/Cutts etc. Retains most overall finish. VGC

272 - THOMPSON M1 S.M.G
A US Military WWII period Thompson M1 S.M.G. 11" .45
ACP barrel with fixed sights on the receiver, left hand side of
the receiver marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN
CALIBER 45 M1, right hand side AUTO ORDNANCE
CORP. etc. Metalwork has most overall original finish with
some pinprick marks in places. VGC original wood work
complete with sling swivels and magazine. M1 Thompsons
are relatively rare as most were converted to M1A1 configuration with fixed firing pins. VGWO&C CLR.

272

285
* Esimates - Although we don’t print estimate prices
we will be happy to provide them to you. Please contact
Greg on (09) 579 -3771

275 - THOMPSON 5 MAG POUCH & MAGS
US green webbing 4 cell pouch containing 5 20 round mags
for the Thompson SMG. Mags marked Seymour. ExC

284 - MACHINE GUN BOOK
Machine Gun - The Develoment of the Machine Gun to the
present day by Poperker & Williams. An excellent reference
book with lots of colour & black & white photos. Hard
cover, medium format, 384 pages. Unused ExC •
285 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER
A very early model 1900 DWM made Luger. 4 1/2" .30 Luger
cal barrel. The chamber marked with American Eagle etc.
The early dished toggle marked DWM, the front of the frame
correctly marked Germany. Correct grip safety with unblued
area underneath. All matching numbers, near all original blue
and straw colours. VGC original wooden grips, complete with
correct unnumbered original magazine. A seldom seen first
model for the premium Luger collector. See Kenyon’s Lugers
At Random page 56. EXWO&C BCLR

286 - VICKERS LUGER PISTOL
A very scarce and seldom seen Vickers made 9mm Dutch
Luger. Manufactured by the Vickers company in England for
the Dutch East Indies Forces from components supplied by
DWM who were forbidden to make firearms for Military sales
under the Treaty of Versailes (Reference Kenyon’s Lugers At
Random page 144) The gun is mostly matching numbers with
original number and barrel. Most were arsenal rebarreled and
dated. The toggle marked Vickers Limited. Dutch proof mark
on right hand side of frame, safety marked ‘RUST’. Most of
these were refinished to quote Kenyon “in no way decreases
the desirability and value of this rare variation”. This gun
has most likely been Dutch East Indies arsenal refinished and
has about 60% blue and straw colours. Vickers Lugers are
seldom offered for sale and this is the first we•have had.
One for the premium Luger collector. VG-GWO&C CLR
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291 - SCHMIDT & BENDER SCOPE
A very high quality German Schmidt & Bender telescopic
sight. Features a 34mm tube, 3-12 power by 50mm objective
with side focus parallex & 1cm click targetturrets & mildot
recticle. An extremely high grade scope to suit sniper rifle or
similar. This scope has never been fitted to a gun. Includes
box and is as new. ExC

286

292 - SCHMIDT & BENDER SCOPE
A very high quality German made Schmidt & Bender telescopic sight 1.4-6 power with 30mm tube. Circa late 1980’s
post with horizontal cross reticle. VG-ExC

287

287 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
A circa 1930’s German made Mauser broom handle
“Schnellfeuer” fully automatic pistol in 7.63 mm caliber. 5
1/2" Barrel marked Waffenfabrik Mauser Obendorf on top of
the chamber. Right hand side of the frame marked with
Mauser banner logo, Chinese characters on the magazine well
translate to made in Germany, signifying that this is for the
Chinese market. The 10 round removable magazine has
Mauser logo & some pitting on the base. L/H side of the re
ceiver marked Mauser with address etc. Metalwork has some
pitting in parts but most overall thinning blue finish. Good
condition original wood grips. Includes Chinese made shoulder stock. GWO&C CLR

294 - DESERT EAGLE PISTOL
An impressive Israeli Military Industries Desert Eagle S/auto
pistol in .50AE caliber 8" barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork has all its original titanium nitrate finish which is one
of the most expensive finishes available. This gun is in as
new unfired condition and includes its original •box with a
spare magazine & a packet of Speer Gold dot 30gr hollow
point bullets. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

290 - SAKO TRG RIFLE
A high quality Finish Sako TRG-42 bolt action sniper rifle.
29" .338 Lapua Magnum barrel with muzzle break & makers
markings. Marked Sako TRG-42 on the receiver, fitted with
Sako rings & Millet brand 3- 16x50 telescopic sight. Includes
original box magazine & bipod. Metalwork has near all its
original finish. Excellent original black synthetic stock.
ExWO&C ALR

295 - GLOCK MODEL 17 PISTOL
A late model Glock 17 9mm pistol. 5" Barrel, fixed sights.
Metalwork with all its original finish. Excellent polymer frame
with figer grooves, includes box & spare magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

294

288 - BELT BUCKLE PISTOL
A very scarce & unusual German WW2 period D/barrel belt
buckle pistol. The .32 caliber barrels are just under 2" in
length. The front plate is fitted with SS Eagle & has blue
finish thinning on the edges. On the inside it is correctly
marked Louis Marquios Whelberfeld & the serial number E.
He was the only known maker of this type of pistol & lived
in Wuppertal Germany. He first invented the idea when he
was a German soldier in WW1 as a prisoner of war. These
pistols were not officialy adopted by the German military
with the exception of Himmler ordering 10 for his guards.
These and the “fakes” are SS & Waffen ampd. However they
could be privately purchased by officers or party officials,
which you would not expect to see nazi markings as is most
likely the case with this gun. This is the only one of these we
know of in NZ and a unique opportunity ExWO&C CLR
289 - 50CAL SNIPER RIFLE PACKAGE
A high quality Australian made Precision Rifle System, 50
Caliber magazine fed bolt action rifle & accessories. 36" .50
BMG caliber barrel with muzzle break fitted. The receiver
marked P.R.S 011-001 (serial number 1). •The metalwork is
finished with a black milspec type paint finish, thinning
slightly on a couple of edges. The bolt, cheek piece, thumb
hole stock & forend are finished in olive colour. 5 Round
detachable box magazine, plus spare magazine. Fitted with
PRS heavy grade scope mounts and a 16 power Night Force
scope with rear adjustable parallax. Also included with the
rifle are the following items: 200 rounds of M1A5 rifle ball
ammo. 440 Amax 750g projectiles, 180 new primed & 225
new unprimed cases, 200 primers, A Lee reloading press set
up for 50cal. 40 live rounds in a cloth bandolier. 50 caliber
Sniper rifles are now a prohibited import into NZ and the
ammuntion is also very difficult to procure due to similar
restriction world wide. A unique opportunity for a very desirable rifle. (the ammunition & accessories will have to be
picked up from SAI Guns the following week. A sample will
be at the auction to view). ExWO&C ALR

293 - LEUPOLD U JX3 SCOPE
A high quality US Leupold VXIII 4.5-10 power scope with
adjustable objective lens. Has not been fitted to a gun and
includes original box. •ExC

296 - GLOCK MODEL 24 PISTOL
An Austrian Glock Model 24 .40 caliber S/auto pistol. 6"
Original barrel has been ported . Metalwork has most original finish. Early style Polymer frame has grip tape fitted. Includes 4 high capaccity magazines in total. GWO&C B/CLR

288

297 - GLOCK MODEL 20 PISTOL
An Austrian Glock Model 20 10mm caliber S/auto pistol. 5
3/4" After market barrel with porting at the muzzle. Metalwork has most overall original finish. Polymer frame is early
type & missing serial number tag. Indcludes 6 high capacity
magazines. GWO&C B/CLR

295

298 - .50 AE AMMO
4 20 Round packets of Speer Gold Dot 300Gr hollow point
bullets to suit the .50 Desert Eagle pistol. ExC ALR
299 - .50 AE AMMO
Same as previous lot.

297

300 - DESERT EAGLE MAGAZINES
2 Black finish magazines for the .50 AE Desert Eagle. New
in packets. ExC

289

290

301 - GLOCK 10MM BARREL
A new 10mm barrel for the Glock 20 model pistol. ExC
302 - 10MM AMMO
5 20 Round packets of Winchester Super x 10mm 175gr
silver tip HP ammo. ExC•ALR
303 - 10 MM AMMO
Same as previous lot
304 - 40 CAL AMMO
100 Rounds of Winchester brand .40 S&W pistol ammo,
165G FMJ in original 50 round boxes. ExC ALR
305 - .40 CAL AMMO
Same as previous lot.
306 - .40 CAL AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
307 - .50AE CASES
Approximately 500 unused brass cases for .50 AE “Desert
Eagle” ammo. ExC

308 - 10MM CASES
300 Unused Norma brand 10mm pistol case in original boxes.
ExC
309 - 10MM NEW & USED BRASS
Aproximately 215 new & 170 used 10mm pistol brass. GC
320

310 - 10MM PROJECTILES
Approximately 300 Norma brand 200 grain jacket flat point
projectiles. In original 100 round boxes. ExC

315

311 - 401 PROJECTILES
Approximately 1000 lead .401 180gr projectiles. ExC
312 - .45ACP AMMO
350 Rounds of HSM brand .45 ACP 230G FMS in original
boxes. ExC ALR
313 - .45ACP AMMO
Same as previous lot but only 337 rounds. ExC ALR

314
321

314 - TRANTER R/FIRE REVOLVER
A Tranter .38 rimfire caliber double and single action 5 shot
cartridge revolver. 5" Octagonal barrel marked with retailers
name Cogswell & Harison 225 The Strand London & with
Birmingham proofs. The frame border line engraved and is
marked Tranters Patent, also on the ejector. The barrel has
most original blue, thinning on the frame and triggerguard.
VG original chequered wood grips. VGWO&C CLR
315 - TRANTER LIPFIRE REVOLVER
A scarce good quality Tranter .32 caliber lip fire D/action
revolver. 3 1/2" Octagonal barrel with retailers name on top
FT Baker 88 Fleet St. London, marked Tranters patent in front
of the cylinder on the frame London proof marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has nearly all its original blue on the barrel
and quite a lot on the frme, with very little on the cylinder &
traces on the trigger guard. Excellent original one piece
chequered walnut grip with steel butt plate. ExWO&C CLR

321 - CASED PEPPER BOX REVOLVER
A cased pepperbox revolver by Edge, six 38 bore barrels with
foliage engraving at the muzzles. The action marked John
William Edge as well as being foliage & borderline engraved
as is the trigger guard and cap lid in the butt. Metalwork has
dark grey patina all over. VG original one piece wood grip
with crisp fine cheqering. Contained in its original green baize
lined case with William Griffiths trade label who was the
successor to J.WEdge. Inside the case is flask, nipple key,
screw driver, mould, ebony tipped rod, projectiles, patch cutter
& key. Large bore pepper boxes are hard to find, the action is
worn & at fault otherwise VGC NLR

316

318

322

316 - TRANTER CONVERSION REVOLVER
An English Tranter percussion revolver converted to .450
caliber. 6 1/2" Octagonal barrel, metalwork has dark aged
patina. Very good 1 piece chequered walnut grip. Action at
fault otherwise GC CLR
317 - BELGIUM MUFF PISTOL
A Belgium .38 bore percussion muff pistol. Silver grey patina with allover minor pitting. Repair to the grip. FWO&C
NLR
318 - F/L MUFF PISTOL
A nice flintlock muff pistol by Ryan & Watson of London,
circa 1800. 3 1/2" 37 Bore turn off barrel with London proof
underneath. The boxlock action marked with Ryan & Watson
with stand of flags in the back ground. Marked London on
the R/H side with flowers. The boxlock flintlock action has
folding trigger and tang safety. Metalwork has dark original
patina with original finish on parts of the gun. VGC slab
sided walnut grips with silver escutcheon and with inials “IF”.
VGWO&C NLR
319 - QUEEN ANNE PISTOL
A circa 1770’s Queen Anne pistol by Joyner. This has been
converted from flintlock to percussion in the 1800’s. 6" Round
brass bararel with ballister turns in aproximately 28 bore
(55cal). The all brass frame marked Joyner on one side of the
lock & London the other. Norderline & pattern engraved
around the writing. Early London proof marks on the underside of the chamber. Some tarnishing to the brass at the rear
screw inside the grip. The triggerrguard & cock are steel,
both have dark aged patina. Excellent original one piece grip.
VGWO&C NLR
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320 - CASED BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
An excellent example of a circa 1856-59 54 bore 5 shot percussion single or double action Beaumont Adams revolver. 5
1/2" Octagonal barrel with original sights & London proof
marks. The top strap marked Robert Adams 76 King William
St. London EC London Armory company marking on R/H
side of the•frame below the barrel. It is also border line en
graved & marked Adams Patent etc. Matching serial number
and proof marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has nearly all its
original finish all over but thinning on the trigger guard, otherwise the blue is nice and bright. Excellent 2 piece walnut
grip with nice crisp chequering . The original oak case is in
excellent condition with original green baize lining and Adams
trade label. Contained in the case is an original Adams double
cavity brass bullet mould dated 54, enony tipped cleaning
rod, Dixon flask, nipple key & screw driver plus spare nipples
& a tin of caps & oil bottle. Beaumont Adams revolvers in
this condition and as complete are hard to find. This is an
excellent example and one of the best we have seen. ExWO&C
NLR

322 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
A cased 80 bore 6 shot percussion D/action transitional revolver by Manton of London. 5 3/4" Octagonal barrel marked
Manton London. Metalwork has dark patina with traces of
original blue and foliage engraving on the hammer, trigger
guard & action. VG original fine chequered grips. Contained
in its original green baize lined case with flask, mould, caps
& screwdriver. The original trade label is torn but for Exeter
retailer. VGWO&C NLR
323 - COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER
A very nice example of a Colt Model 1862 revolver. 6 1/2"
.36 Caliber round barrel with New York address. The fluted
cylinder stamped PAT.SEPT 10th 1850. The brass back strap
& trigger guard have slightest traces of the original silver
plating. The metalwork has a very nice dark aged patina all
over. Very good original grips without chips.1861 First year
of production, matching serial numbers. VG-ExWO&C NLR

323

324
324 - SAKO BULLET BOARD
A Faux timber bullet board for Sako ammunition. Features
29 cartridges each wih several bullets. 47x40cm VGC
325 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
Carved wooden frame 55c40cm board with approximately
90 assorted rifle and pistol projectiles. Circa 1975. ExC
326 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
Wooden frame 60x36cm with American Indian and european
man trading scene. Approximately 109 assorted rifle & pistol projectiles. VGC
327 - AUSRALIAN BULLET BOARD
For NSW company CBE cast bullet engineering, wooden
frame 56x31cm. 108 Bullets & missing one otherwise VGC

325

328 - CZ 22 MAGNUM RIFLE
A Czech CZ (Brno) model 452.2E .22 magnum cali bolt action rifle. 21" Blued barrel & action without sights, fitted
with Tasco 3-9 scope. Metalwork has nearly all its original
blue finish. VGC original wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR
326

328

329 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
A Model 10/22 deluxe S/auto .22LR cal rifle. 16" Blued barrel •threaded for supressor and with original sights. Action
fitted with Tasco •3-9 scope. Exc original deluxe walnut
stock, and with •spare magazine. Ex.WO&C. ALR.

330 - MAUSER 66 CARBINE
A German Mauser Model 66 7x64 cal bolt action carbine.
22" Barrel with original sights & marked with Mauser Banner logo. The telescopic breech action marked Mauser-Werke
Model 66. Twin set trigger model, metalwork has nearly all
its original finish on the barrel & thinning on the action, fitted with Zeiss 6x42 scope. Full length Mannlicher style walnut stock with some dings around the bolt handle. Complete
with original sling swivels. GWO&C ALR
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343 - PORTUGESE SMG
A seldom seen Portugese Military F.B.P. M48 9mm caliber
SMG 7 1/2" Barrel, the receiver marked F.B.P.M48 on the
magazine well. Metalwork has most overall black paint finish. Features sliding stock approximately 32 round magazine, original sling & good condition original wood grips. GVGWO&C CLR

330

344 - STERLING SLING
Green web with brass fittings. ExC

331 - MAUSER 66 RIFLE
A high quality German Mauser Model 66 sporting bolt action rifle. 24" Barrel in .308 caliber marked Made in Germany & Mauser banner logo over the action. The telescopic
breech marked Mauser-Werke etc. Mod 66S. The receiver
fitted with one piece scope base and rings. Fitted with Kahles
scope. Metalwork has near all its original blue finish overall.
Excellent original walnut stock with original sling swivel. A
very nice example. ExWO&C ALR

345 - LEUPOLD SCOPE
A high grade US Leupold Vari X11 4-12 power scope with
paralax adjustment. •ExC
346 - WEAVER SCOPE
A high grade Japanese made US Weaver V16 Model telescopic sight 4-16 power with adjustable objective lens.
Indludes original box. ExC

332 - MAUSER 66 BARREL
.270 Cal barrel for the interchangable barrel system on the
Mauser 66 rifle.Includes Recknanagel quick release mounts
in 1" rings. V G C •

347 - WEAVER SCOPE
A US made Weaver Micro Trac V9-11 model telescopic sight
3-9x40mm, Duplex reticle. VGC
331

333 - PARKER HALE RIFLE
A British Parker Hale Safari Super bolt action rifle. 26" Barrel in 308 Norma magnum caliber, without sights. The receiver fitted with Burris 12 power fullfield telescopic sight.
Metalwork has most overall blue finish. VGC walnut stock.
VGWO&C ALR

333

343

334 - 308 NORMA MAGNUM DIES ETC.
A 3 die set for 308 Norma magnum and 173 brass cases. Also
approximately 60 reloads, some tracer. VGC
335 - 308 AMMO
5 20 Round packets of Lapua brand .308 FMJ. GC ALR

348 - S&W MODEL 1917 REVOLVER
A British military S&W Model 1917 D/action revolver in
.455 caliber. 6" Barrel with S&W name & address. Crossed
flags on the front of the frame. The rear marked with British
acceptance marks. Metalwork has most overall blue thining
in parts with some minor pitting in parts, particularly on the
trigger guard. Good condition but incorrect later model S&W
logo grips with some chips. Lanyard ring on the frame.
GWO&C B/CLR
349 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
A FN Military model L9A1 browing hi power semi automatic
pistol. 4 1/2" Barrel slide fitted with fixed sights & marked
FN Belguim Pistol automatic 9mm L9A1 FN 1978. Metalwork has most overall finish with some scratching, original
plastic grips, frame with lanyard ring. Correct Military marked
magazine. VGWO&C BCLR

348

336 - 308 AMMO
A similar lot. GC ALR
337 - 308 AMMO
A similar lot. GC ALR

350 - WEBLEY AUTOMATIC PISTOL
A rare British Navy Webley & Scott model 1912 semi automatic Pistol MKI in .455 caliber. 5" Barrel with British nitro
proofs underneath, the slide marked Webley & Scott Limited
pistol self loading 455 MI N 1913. The N signafies Navy
issue. The gun is also broad arrow marked in many places.
Metalwork has most overall original blue finish all over. This
model has the grip safety and lanyard ring. The original diamond checkered grips have a small glued crack repair on
right hand side approx 2.5cm long otherwise VGWO&C
B/CLR

338 - 270 AMMO
100 Rounds of Norma .270 ammo in box 3x130g 2x150g
349
GC ALR
339 - ASSORTED 270 AMMO
18 Rounds in 20 round packets. 4 x Winchester 150G, 38
rounds Norma 150G. GC •ALR
340 - H&K MODEL 94 CARBINE
A German Heckler & Koch Model 94 9mm caliber S/auto
carbine. 13" Barrel with custom flash hider fitted. The top of
the receiver marked H&K 94 and fitted with original adjustable sights. Metalwok has nearly all its original matte black
finish. Fitted with original black synthetic carbine stock &
includes 30 round magazine. The first of these we have had
for sale. The last full automatic version (modified 94) sold
for over $13000 10 years ago. ExWO&C •ELR

350

351 - WEBLEY .22 PISTOL
A scarce Webley & Scott of model 1911 single shot .22LR
cal semi automatic pistol. 4 1/2" Barrel with fixed sights on
the slide and barrel. Slide marked Webley & Scott etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish all over. VGC original checkered grips. EXWO&C B/CLR

340

341 - STERLING SMG
A British military 9mm cal Sterling MK1V L2A3 SMG. 9"
Barrel with ventilated hand guard. Magazine well marked
Sterling SMG 9mm MK1V (L2A3). 3 Position selector on
the trigger group, the metalwork has nearly all its original
parkerised finish. Complete with 34 round magazine and folding metal stock. ExWO&C CLR

352 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
A post war Walther Model PP pistol. 3 1/2" .32 Caliber barrel. Slide marked Carl Waltther Waffen Fabrik Ulm/Do Model
PP etc. Metalwork has most overall original blue finish, thinning on the edges & a small spot on the slide. Excellent original plastic grips. Includes magazine with finger base plate
plus a standard spare and holster. VGWO&C CLR
351

341
342 - STERLING SMG
A British Military 9mm Sterling MK1V 9mm SMG. 9" Barrel with ventilated shroud. The magazine well marked Sterling SMG 9mm MK4 L2A1 and has white paint Military
rack number 60 & letter C on underside. Retains most overall black crackle finish. Metal folding stock & plastic pistol
grip. Includes 34 round magazine. VGWO&C CLR

353 - PP HOLSTSER
A black leather police style flap holser for the Walther PP
pisol, plus spare magazine. VGC
354 - WALKING STICK SHOTGUN
A nice quality 28 guage walking stick S/shot shotgun. 35"
Overall length, ebony handle, a small wire wrapped repair
otherwise VGWO&C ALR

352

355 - DREYSE CAPE GUN
A scarce & unusual German Dreyse needle fire cape gun converted to cartridge fire. 25" SBS barrels, the shotgun in 16
bore and the rifle barrel in 11mm cal. The barrels have a 2
leaf rear sight and fixed front sight, marked FV Dreyse
Sommeroa in gold. The barrels are camed open by the lever
underneath which also closes the horizontely opening barrels. Retains most overall blue finish on the barrrels. The lever and steel trigger guard are heavily foliage engraved as is
the needle part of the action. Very good original chequered
walnut stock with correct sling swivels. VGWO&C ALR
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360 - WHEEL LOCK PISTOL
An extremely rare and desirable arrow firing pistol. This particular wheel lock is French - designed and dagger - shaped
circa mid 1500’s. 17” overall length with a 10 1/4” barrel
and includes original steel arrow and winding key. The metal
work has a grey metal patina will all over speckling and traces
of original finish. The grip is of a steel mesh dagger design
similar to the mesh or armour. The guard and pommel have
sun burst patterns. A very similar gun is pictured on page
130 of One Hundred Great Guns By Lindsay. This gun is on
exhibition at the Musse de la porte in Brussels. The vendor
states that this gun was purchased from the Robert Mandell
collection and reputed to be one of only two in the world
making it a unique opportunity to puchase this incredible
gun the first time to our knowledge it has been up for auction. VGWO&C NLR

355

356 - PURDEY SHOT OR BALL GUN
A circa 1841 cased percussion shot or ball gun by James
Purdey. 30" 12 Bore barrels with thinning original brown,
marked J.Purdey 214 1/2 Oxfford St. London & a 3 at the
base. London proved underneath, original ebony ramrod. The
lock plate marked Purdey on both sides. The plate is borderline engraved and also with folige pattern extending from the
corners. The cocks are also engraved with foliage pattern &
eagle heads. The action extending into the stock & profusely
foliage engraved, also with the number 3. The steel funiture
is also borderline engraved with a chain design & foliage
pattern extending into spear & round finials at each end.
Metalwork has dark aged patina. The woodwork is worn
around the chequering but in very good condition. Cross pin
escutcheon is engraved as well as the ramrod guide. Contained in its original green baize lined oak case with original
trade label & includes: flask, shot bag, rod and other accessories. Also has factory letter. A rare opportunity for the premium collector of this renowned brand. VGWO&C NLR

356

357 - PURDEY SIDELOCK SHOTGUN
A high quality English sidelock 12 guage side by side cartridge shotgun. 30" Damascus twist browned barrels marked
J.Purdey & Sons 314 1/2 Oxford St. London and London
prooved underneath. The action marked J.Purdey & Sons.
Features a side lever opening system. The action is profusely
engraved with foliage & sunburst designs, slight traces of
original finish on the action which is also London proved.
The steel trigger guard is also engraved but shows quite alot
of wear. Good condition original walnut wooden stock. Contained in its original relined leather case with replacement
Purdey trade label & some accessories. GWO&C ALR

362 - LUFTWAFFFE DAGGER
A German Nazi WW2 2nd pattern Luftwaffe dagger, 260 mm
blade marked WKC Solingern, the blade is in excellent condition with only 1 or 2 minor marks. The crossguard with
most gilt on the Swastika, oak leaves on top & pebbled pattern on the back. A very nice burnt orange celluloid handle
with wire grip. Excellent pebbled pattern aircraft grey scabbard. Complete with hangers, with oak leaf pattern cast alloy
buckles. Hard to find a better example. ExC

357

358
358 - ANTIQUE AIR RIFLE
An Austrian Circa late 1700’s repeating Air Rifle. 29” Barrel
with brass foresight marked Carl F Schiberger. Approximatley
.45 caliber. The wrist, triggerguard and back lock plate are
brass. Metalwork on barrel has aged dark patina. The metal
butt stock doubles as the air reservoir, the valve is a later
replacement. The woodwork is relief carved in places & is in
GC includes brass tipped rod G-VGWO&C NLR

361 - FLINTLOCK RIFLE
A flintlock sporting rifle by Samuel Saudermayer of London
circa 1800. 31" .65 Caliber rifled octagonal barrel marked
Saudermayer in gold inlay on top, original sights & dark overall grey patina. The lock plate marked with makers name &
is border line engraved, as is the cock. The trigger is twin set
type and the guard is engraved with a deer scene extending
into pineapple finial at the front & spear shaped at the back.
Unfortunately a break has occured at the wrist of the original
wooden one piece stocking. The break is a clean break with
95% of the wood still present, a small chip missing above the
trigger. This could be fixed by a competant stock maker. Also
has engraved steel butt plate & ram rod. Staudenmayer was a
former workman of John Manton & gunmaker to the Prince
of Wales & Duke of York. NLR

362

363 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
A WW2 Nazi German naval dagger, 250mm Eickhorn made
and marked blade with acid etched design of anchors, foliage & serpents. The blade is pitted on both sides, 1 worse
than the other, most likely a very old blade as most were
modified Imperial German daggers. Cream celluloid handle
with gold wire wrap, national eagle pommel with traces of
gilt. Scabbard with lightning bolt pattern and also traces of
gilt. Ribbed black rayon hangers, gilt washed alloy buckles
with lion motif.
364 - SS BELT & BUCKLE
A scarce brown leather SS belt & steel buckle. Clear SS markings on the back of the buckle. VGC

359 - PERCUSSION D/B FOWLER
A Boutet French converted from flint to percussion D/barrel
fowling piece, circa late 1700’s. 32" Approximately 20 bore
barrels, these have an elaborate gold inlaid pattern & floral
vases extending 9" down the barrels. There is also a sunburst
design in gold around the foresight & triangle pattern at the
muzzle. The steel lockplates are profusely engraved with foliage pattern, deer & hunting dog on either side. The cocks
are engraved with dolphin design & foliage pattern. The
triggerguard, ramrod guide & butt plate are all silver & feature beautiful relief engraving of deer heads & intrinsic finial
design & with hallmarks. The walnut stock is in VG condition with chequered stock with blank silver name escutcheon at the back of the wrist & silver cross bolt escutcheon.
NLR

361

363

365 - SS INSIGNIAS
A German Nazi SS Schafuhrer Squad leader collar insignia
and SS double runes. The paper RZM tags have been removed and traces of glue are present, where at some time
past they were glued to a display board, otherwise GC
366 - SS IGSIGNIA
A German Nazi SS totenkopf verbande “deaths head unit”
officers collar insignia silver aluminium thread with SS paper 2ZM tag. VGC
367 - SS BELT BUCKLE
A WW2 Nazi SS officers belt buckle. Aluminium with SS
eagle & logo. RZM & SS marked on the back. ExC
368 - NAZI BADGES
2 Nazi badges/pins - Adolph Hitler 1933 party badge & a
NSDAP badge. Both with red, white & black enamel & RZM
marked. VGC

359

360

369 - GERMAN SOLDIER BOOK
Deutche Soldaten by Saiz. An excellent reference book covering uniforms, equipment & personal items of the German
Soldier 1939-1945. The author has pain stakingly photographed and catalogued this in great detail even down to tobacco & bars of soap. The colour photos are of a very high
standard. Large format, hard cover 311 pages. A truly impressive book as new. ExC

370
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381 - COLT 1908 .32 PISTOL
A Model 1928 hammerless pistol in .32 rimless caliber. 3 1/
4" Barrel, the slide marked Colt etc and has British marks &
retains most overall original blue. Excellent hard rubber original grips, 1913 manufacture. VGWO&C CLR

381

382 - COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER
A hard to find Colt Official Police model 6 shot double action revolver. 5" •Barrel in 38-200 cal marked Colt Official
Police 38-200 and Hartford address on the top with patent
dates of 1884, 1905 and 1926. The frame has matte •finish
on the top and square notch sight being one of the few changes
from the Army special, marked with W inside crown on top
of the frame. This signifies the gun was part of a British military contract to supply firearms to expatriate armies of occupied countries. Metalwork has near all original finish thinning aroud the muzzel. EX.C checkered Colt logo grips. The
butt fitted with lanyard ring, 1941 manufacture. EXWO&C
CLR

382
370 - G3 RIFLE
A German Hechler & Koch G3 S/auto .308 caliber assault
rifle. 20" Barrel with flash hider & original sights. The receiver marked G3 Semi Auto ,308•caliber assault rifle. 20"
Barrel with flash hider & original sights.The receiver marked
G3FS & dated 73 as well as HK logo. Fitted with later model
polymer trigger group. Metalwork has most overall finish.
Good condition black synthetic original furniture, includes
20 round magazine. VGWO&C ELR.
371 - L1A1 RIFLE
A British/NZ military “SLR” L1A1 .308 caliber S/auto rifle.
25" Barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug & original sights.
The receiver marked AD62. Some •pitting on the cocking
handle, oherwise thin original finish. Good condition original woodwork, complete with 20 round magazine.
GWO&C ELR

383
372
390

372 - GSG 22LR RIFLE
A high quality German Sporting Guns brand E catagory 22LR
S/auto rifle. This gun is styled on the H&K MP5 and features
16 1/2" barrel with open •sights on the receiver as well as
scope rail. 22 Round clip magazine and is •unfired never
owned conditon. The ultimate 22LR toy! ExWO&C ELR

384 - COLT 1903/08 HOLSTER
An Audley patent holster for the Colt 1903/08 hammerless
pistol. Brown leather, marked Audley Safety Holster New
York. Usses their patented button release. Hard to find. VGC

373 - NORINCO 22 MAUSER RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco JW25A .22LR bolt action rifle styled after the Mauser K98 rifle. 20" Barrel with open sights, 5 shot
clip magazine. Metalwork has all its original finish. Excellent woodwork, in as new unfired EXWO&C ALR

385 - COLT 1911 HOLSTER
A Colt maded brown leather holster to fit the Model 1917 or
similar •revolver. Marked on the back with Colt logo & C8
as well as 8m. Very hard to find. VGC

388

386 - COLT HERITAGE BOOK
Covering the history of Colt firearms from 1836. Hard cover,
colour & B&W photos, 317 page, by Wilson. GC

374 - GSG 22 MAGAZINES
2X22 Round magazines to suit the GSG S/auto rifle (lot 372).
New in originalboxes. ExC

387 - THE WEBLEY STORY
The ultimate reference for the Webley collecctor, by Dowell.
326 Pages with black & white photos.•Long out of print.
GC

375 - GLOCK HOLSTER ETC.
A Bianchi nylon & polymer holster with thumb break for a
Glock 17 or •similar. Plus a doube mag pouch. Ex.C
376 - GLOCK MAGAZINES
3 17 Round magazines for the Glock 9mm pistol. VGC.
377 - GLOCK MAGAZINES
2 17 Round Glock 9mm magazines. VGC.

389

378 - 1911 A1 PISTOL
A WW2 U.S. military 1911 pistol made by Remington Rand
in 1943. 5" Barrel in .45ACP caliber with original sights on
the slide as well as marked Remington Rand Syracussse NY
US.A. Frame marked United States Property and crossed
cannons. Excellent allover parkerised frame as well as excellent condition original plastic chequered grips and magazine.
A very nice example. ExWO&C. •CLR.
379 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
A WW1 1918 made Colt 1911 S/auto .45ACP caliber pistol.
5" Barrel, slide fitted with original sights. L/H side marked
Colt eetc and below on the frame marked United States Property. R/H side on the slide marked Model of 1911 US Army.
The metalwork has most overall light parkerised finish. There
are no arsenal marking codes on the gun which suggest this
is the original finish. Very good condition original chequered
wooden grips. VGWO&C •B/CLR.

383 - COLT ARMY SPECIAL REVOLVER
A quality Colt Army Special 6 shot double action revolver.
6" 32-20 cal barrel marked Colt Army Special 32-20 WCF
cal and Hartford address on top with patent dates 1884, 1900
and 1905. Metalwork has nearly all original blue thinning on
the edges slightly. Very good condition checkered walnut Colt
grips and lanyard hook without ring on the butt. A very nice
example •EXWO&C CLR

373

388 - CZECH MACHINE GUN
A Czech Model 52 light machine gun. 22" 7.62x45 Caliber
barrel with flash hider & original sights. Receiver marked
VZ52, metalwork has all over parkerised finish. This model
accepts both a box magazine (included) or belt fed. Very good
condition original wood stock. An unusual and very well made
MG for the collector. ExWO&C CLR
389 - SVT RIFLE
A WWII Russian SVT 40 semi automatic rifle. 25" Barrel in
7.62+54R cal with •original sights, flash hider and bayonet
log. Metalwork has most overall •finish. Includes removable box magazine. GC original wood work dated 1943.
G-VGWO&C ELR

378
390 - HAKIM RIFLE
An Egyptian 8mm S/auto Hakim rifle. 25" Barrel with muzzle
break and bayonet lug. The receiver marked Hakim etc with
most overall blue finish. Very good original woodwork, complete with removable 10 round box magazine.
VG-EXWO&C ELR

379

391 - COONAN AUTO PISTOL
A scarce US Coonan Arms .357 magnum caliber semi auto
pistol built on a 1911 style frame in stainless steel with stainless steel slide with adjustable sights. 5" .357 magnum barrel. Metalwork is in VGC as well as the original wooden grips,
includes original magazine. VGWO&C BCLR

380 - COLT 1908 .380 PISTOL
A nice example of a Colt Model 1909hammerless S/auto pistol. 3 3/4" .380 Caliber barrel marked with patent dates as
well as British proved. Metalwork has most overall original
blue. Excellent orginal hard rubber Colt logo grips, 1914
manufacture. VGWO&C CLR
380

391

392 - S&W REVOLVER
A US S&W model 15-4 double action revolver. 4" .38 special barrel, frame fitted with adjustable sights. Metalwork
has nearly all original blue finish. Very good condition original wooden grips. VG-EXWO&C B/CLR

404
392

393 - S&W 586 REVOLVER
A US S&W .357 caliber D/action Model 586 revolver. 8"
Barrel fitted with Woods custom barrel weight/compensator.
Top strap fitted with pro point scope. The trigger has been
replaced with a light weight double action only model with
bobbed hammer. Metalwork has most overall original blue
finish. Hogue rubber grips fitted. GWO&C B/CLR.

405 - WW2 KATANA
A Japanese military WW2 officers katana. 27" Blade with
some staining and pin prick marks and a few minor chips.
Some gilt on the Tsuba and pommel. The scabbard has red
paint finish. Vendor states that it was surrendered •from an
Officer Tenaka to a NZ soldier in Boganville. GC
393

394 - HI STANDARD PISTOL
A US Mitchell Arms High Standard citation Model .22LR S/
auto pistol. 5 1/2" Stainless steel bell barrel with adjustable
sights. Good condition stainless steel frame. Very good original wooden grips. Includes 2 spare magazines. •
VGWO&C B/CLR.
395 - LUGER PISTOL
A German DWM WW1 9mm Luger P08 pistol. 4" Barrel,
dated 1915 over the chamber & marked DWM on the toggle.
Metalwork has nearly all refinished blue with a few pin prick
marks. External serial numbers match except magazine which
is correct type. Very good condition original wood grips.
B/CLR GWO&C

406 - MAUSER BOOK
Mauser Military Rifles Of The World, 4th edition by Bull.
This is the ultimate reference for Mauser collectors, covering
this famous rifle from country to country. 450 Pages, colour
photos, large format as new. ExC •
407 - COLT AREGTINIAN 1911 PISTOL
A rare Colt made 1911 pistol for the Argentinian Government. 5" .45 ACP barrel, slide marked Colt with Hartford
address on one side. The other marked Ejercito Argentino
Colt Cal 45 Mod 1927. Metalwork has thinning original blue
finish with some pitting near the ejection port. The original
wood grips are worn but complete. A hard to find Colt made
1911 before they were made under license.
GWO&C B/CLR.

394

395

396 - AR15 MAGAZINE
A US Magpul brand 30 round AR15 magazine. Black, new
400
in original packet. •ExC

405

397 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Same as previous only olive drab colour. ExC

407

398 - AR15 PARTS KIT
A Brownells brand, includes assorted pins, repair kit including firing pin etc. Plus recoil & other springs and seals etc.
Ex.C

408

400 - SPARKBROOK ENFIELD RIFLE
A British/NZ Military Sparkbrook modified long tom Lee
Enfield. 25" Correctly shortend barrel with correct sights &
bayonet lug. The ring NZ stamped, the tang marked
Sparakbrook 1901. The long tom lobbing sight has been replaced with a parker hale sight. Metalwork has most original
finish. Very good condition original woodwork with sling.
VGWO&C ALR
401 - NO.1V SMLE
A British/NZ Military No.1V MK1* .303 caliber Lee Enfield
rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. Marked
Long Branch 1942 etc. Retains most original finish. Very
good condition NZ marked woodwork, complete with sling. 403
VGWO&C ALR

403 - GREEK MANNLICHER RIFLE
A very rare Greek Military Austrian made MannlicherSchoenauer Model 1903/14 short rifle. 20 1/2" Barrel in 6.5ms
caliber. The ring marked with Greek crest, also Y:1903/14 .
The side of the action marked Mannlicher Schoenauer- 1930
system. Uses Mannlichers rotary magazine and is the first
rifle to do so. Metalwork has thinning original blue with
aged patina. The original woodwork has been sanded back
in parts but in very good condition. •GWO&C ALR

408 - MODEL 1927 PISTOL
An Argentine Military Model 1927 .45acp S/auto pistol.
These are made under license from Colt and are a direct copy
of the 1911 pistol. 5" Barrel with original fixed sights, slide
marked Ejercito Argentino Sist. Colt 11.25mm Mod 1927.
Retains most overall original blue finish, good original wood
grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR.
409 - STAR PISTOL
A Spanish Military model MB 9mm S/auto pistol circa 193441. 5" Barrel, slide with fixed sighs & marked Star etc. Metalwork has most original finish, thinning on the edges and
grip. Good condition original wood grips. GWO&C B/CLR

399 - G1 MAGAZINE
A 20 round magazine for the German military G1 .308 caliber rifle. GC

402 - NO.1V SMLE
A British/NZ military No.1V MK1* WW2 period Lee Enfield
rifle.25" Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked Longbranch 1942 etc. Above the wrist is
marked NZ & DP but has been re-activated. Metalwork with
most overall original finish. Good condition woodwork with
sling. GWO&C ALR.
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404 - MANNLICHER BAYONET
A Bayonet for the Greek Military M1903 Mannlicher
Schoenauer rifle. 15 1/2" T back blade in good condition
with some staining. Excellent wood grips, complete with
steel scabbard & frog. VGC

410 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL
A Swedish Military Model 1907 9mmL S/auto pistol. 5" Barrel, the slide marked Husquvarna etc. The metalwork has near
all its original scarce high polish finish. Excellent original
crown marked grips. ExWO&C B/CLR •
411 - COLT 1908 PISTOL
An interesting & unusual Colt Model 1908 .380 Auto caliber
pistol made for the Shanghai Municipal Police in 1930. 3
1.2" Barrel, the slide marked Colt etc. & has a unique feature with a leaf spring installed to retain the barrel on disassembly. The frame marked Shanghai Municipal Police with
number, also matching on slide and barrel. Metalwork has
most finish & Shanghai police grips. GWO&C CLR.

409

412 - 1200 ROUNDS OF .223 AMMO
M193 .223 (5.56) ball ammo in 20 round packets. Dated 1988
PSD head stamp. ExC ALR
413 - .223 AMMO
598 Rounds approximate of .223 ammo. Same M193 as previous but in bags of 50 rounds. ExC ALR

411

414 - NORINCO 223 AMMO
660 Rounds in original 20 round boxes of Chinese Norinco
FMJ ammo. ExC A L R •
415 - NORINCO 223 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

410

416 - 5.56 X 45 AMMO
450 Rounds of RWS brand FMJ 59 grain ammo to suit the
AK74 rifle. This is extremely rare and seldom offered for
sale. ExC ALR
417 - 7.62X45 AMMO
200 rounds of ammo to suit the vz52 rifle or MG

418 - L1A1 RIFLE
A British/NZ military L1A1 “SLR” S/auto 308cal rifle. 25"
Barrel with original flash hider & bayonet lug. The receiver
marked AD & dated 61. Has most overall thinning original
finish. Very good condition woodwork with some dings. Complete with 20 round magazine & plastic carry handle.
VGWO&C CLR •

419
418

434 - NAZI PARTY MEDAL
A 10 year Nazi party (NSDAP) medal & ribbon. VG-ExC
435 - SS RUNES ETC.
A small stamped steel Nazi German SS Runes & skull linked
together, the chain perhaps of a gorget. VGC

419 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese Military not commercial SKS rifle. 20" Barrel with
original sights, underfolding bayonet. Metalwork has most
overall original blue. GC original numbered stock with Chinese arsenal marks. This model seldom seen. GWO&C ELR

436 - SS RUNES ETC
A similar lot. VGC

420 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
2 20 Round magazines for the L1A1 7.62 caliber rifle. VGC

437 - HITLER POCKET KNIFE
A reproduction brass handle Adolph Hitler pocket knife with
Hitler on one side & swastika & eagle on the other. ExC

421 - S/ACTION REVOLVER
An Italian made S/action Colt type revolver. 5 1/2" .45LC
Caliber barrel marked Hartford CT Model USA. Retains
most overall original blue, case coloured action with some
pin prick marks. Original wooden grips. VGWO&C •B/CLR

438 - SS BADGES
2 Reproduction SS badges: SS eagle & double Rune badge.
ExC

422 - 38 REVOLVER
A .38 Special caliber D/action revolver by Arms Corp in the
Philippines. 6" Ribbed barrel, metalwork has most original
blue, wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR •

439 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN RIFLE & BAYONET
A Swiss Military Model 1931 (K31) carbine straight pull bolt
action rifle in 7.5z55 Swiss caliber. 25" Barrel with bayonet
lug, original sights, plus diopter sight attached to barrel &
receiver which is marked with Swiss cross. Metalwork has
near all its original blue finish. Very good original woodwork. Includes an original bayonet, 2 ammo pouches & a
charger. ExWO&C ALR

421

423 - CUSTOM 1911 RACE GUN
A custom 1911 .38 Super caliber race gun. 5" Barrel fitted
with compensator, side with adjustable sights and tasco
propoint scope fitted. The frame is a double stack stainless
steel Para Ordnance brand with grip type and extended mag
aswell. Extended slide release & safety plus trigger job
done. Includes 4 spare high capacity magazines & spare com439
pensator. GWO&C B/CLR •

440 - SCHMIDT RUEBIN RIFLE
A Swiss Military Model 1911 7.5x55 caliber straight pull
carbine. 23" Barrel with original sights, Swiss marks on receiver including P for Military release. Metalwork has most
original finish, very good original woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

423

424 - UNIQUE 22 PISTOL
22 Short caliber target pistol by French company Unique. 6"
Barrel with adjustable sights. Blued slide with most finish,
marked Model V0/79. Target style wood grip, original box
& spare magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

441 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
An unopened case of Swiss Military 7.5mm FMJ contains
480 rounds for the Schmidt Rueben rifle. ExC ALR
442 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
120 Rounds in original packaging of FMJ ammo for the
Schmidt Rueben rifle. ExC ALR

425
425 - HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
A US High Standard model Olympic 22 short caliber S/auto
pistol. 5 1/4" Barrel plus 1 1/2" muzzle break, also has adjustable barrel weight underneath. Slide fitted with adjustable rear sight, metalwork has nearly all its original finish,
thinning on leading edges. Very good condition original wood
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

443 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
A similar lot.
444 - 7.5MM BRASS
New 7.5 Swiss brass 150 approximatley Norma and 100 Graft
brand. ExC A L R •

426 - HIGH STANDARD BARREL
A .22LR 5" bull barrel for the high standard pistol. Most original finish. Will not fit the previous lot. GC
427 - 22 SHORT AMMO
420 Rounds of Fiochi .22 short match ammo in original
boxes. GC A L R •
440

447

428 - ZEISS SCOPE
A German Carl Zeiss Diavari-DA 1.5 6 power 30mm type
telescopic sight. Reticle with horizontal graduations. VGC
429 - PISTOL SCOPE
A long eye relief or pistol telescopic Leupold model M8 2
power scope with duplex reticle. Appears never to have been
fitted and has original box. ExC •
430 - MG34 CASE CATCHER
A fired case catcher for the German WW2 MG34. Steel with
green canvas with brown piping. GC
431 - MG34 ACTION COVER
Dark green canvas webbing with leather piping & straps. Plus
metal buckles. Shows some use.
432 - NAZI PINS
2 German WW2 Nazi stick pins. A SS pin round with black
background & silver rune in twin circles. Also a SS
Heimwehr Danzig stick pin. V G C •
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433 - NAZI MEDAL 1026
A WW2 Nazi German medal for the 1939-40 wars in France
& Poland. Includes red black & white ribon. ExC

445

445 - MAUSER SPORTER
A Mauser model 98 sporting rifle in 8x57 caliber. 27" Stepped
barrel with 2 leaf rear sight, the action is engraved, twin set
triggers. Most thinning original blue with some rust marks
on the floorplate. Good condition chequered walnut stock. A
nice project gun. GWO&C ALR
446 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
A model 98 Mauser 7mm caliber bolt action sporting rifle.
27" Stepped barrel with original fixed sights. The receiver
with engraving over the ring, twin set trigger. Retains most
overall thinning blue with some speckling. Good condition
walnut sporting stock. GWO&C ALR
447 - ROSS SPORTING RIFLE
A Canadian Ross .303 sporting rifle, 25 1/2" barrel with original sights. The straight pull bolt action receiver marked Ross
Rifle Co. Quebec Canada 1905 Patented. Metalwork has near
all blued finish. Good condition original wooden stock.
GWO& C ALR

* Esimates - Although we don’t print estimate prices
we will be happy to provide them to you. Please contact
Greg on (09) 579 -3771
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463 - MG 34 GUNNERS KIT
Post war Yugoslav MG34 cloth gunners kit contains rod, screw
driver •wrenches, brushes, case extractor and oil bottle.
Appears complete. Bag a bit dirty otherwise G.C

448 - INDIAN LANCER PISTOL
A S/shot percussion Lancer pistol made in India for the English Military market present in India at the time. 8" barrel,
octagonal at the breech & round with flat top at the muzzle.
The silver plated lock plate is scroll & border line engraved
also marked Schnide Iregular Horse. On the other side is a
belt clip also silver plated with sunburst design. Excellent
original chequered woodwork with brass lions head grotesque mask & with lanyard ring. Brass tip on the forestock,
also brass escutcheons with silver plated cross pin. Original
captive brass ramrod with possible replacement copper ramrod guide. Circa 1830-1850. ExWO&C NLR

464 - MG34 AMMO
50 rounds of live 8mm ammo in the link for MG34/42 MG
G.C

448

465 - LEE RELOADING PRESS
Set up for .45acp caliber. G.C
466 - DECAPPING TOOL
RCBS brand decapping tool for Berdan Military primers G.C

449

449 - DRAGOON PISTOL
An English flintlock 1796 pattern Dragoon pistol by Rogers.
Metalwork has traces of original finish, brass furniture. Good
condition walnut stock.•Missing frizen spring otherwise
GC NLR

467 - 308 DIES
An RCBS brand 2 die set. G.C

450 - H&R REVOLVER
A nickel plated .22LR D/action revolver. 3" Barrel, retains
near all original finish. Very good condition black bakerlite
type grips. GWO&C CLR •

450

469 - SHOTGUN BARREL CASE
Leather single barrel case to attach an additional barrel to a
shotgun case.
G.C

451 - STEVENS BICYCLE GUN
A Stevens .22LR S/shot bicycle gun. 2 1/2" Octagonal round
barrel with Stevens address etc. Nickel plated steel frame &
wood grips. VGC CLR •

470 - BREN GUN BIPOD
bipod for the British Military 303 cal Bren light machinegun.
G.C

452 - CASE OF 308 AMMO
An original metal case of German MEN 7.62 Nato ball ammo
dated 86. Very good quality ammo, 1200 rounds in total.
ExC ALR

451
471 - LAHTI HOLSTER
Black leather flap holster for the Swedish Lahti pistol and 2
spare •magazines. V.G.C
455

453 - CASE OF 308 AMM0
Same as previous lot.
454 - MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE
An Italian Mendi .45 caliber reproduction percussian muzzle
loading rifle. 33" Octagonal blued barrel, case coloured lock
plate, brass triggerguard & patch box. VGWO&C ALR
455 - BROWNING 22 RIFLE
A FN Browning S/auto .22LR rifle. 19" Barrel with original
sights & FN marked. Metalwork has near all its original blue
finish with some areas of pin prick marks on the receiver.
VG condition original woodwork. VGWO&C A L R •

473 - GERMAN FIREMANS HELMET
War time period German Black metal firemans helmet with
removable black •leather neck guard. VGC
474 - MG34 MAGAZINES
2 Magazines in carrier for the German WWII MG34 or 42
Both magazines code marked hqu and dated 43 with black
finish. The carrier is green and code marked 959 also dated
43. Included with each magazine is a belt of link and starter
tab also code marked. VG-ExC

454

476 - MG34/42 GUNNERS KIT
A late WWII pattern green webbing bag with brown leather
piping and carry handle included is oil tin, degreaser tin, oil
bottle , pull through, cleaning rod, handle, jags, brushes, shell
extractor and barrel mit. Bag is a bit dirty otherwise VGC

458 - STIRLING 22 RIFLE
A model 20 S/auto rifle with 15 shot clip. 17" Barrel fitted
with red dot sight (condition unknown). Retains most overall blue, woodwork with some dings. GWO&C ALR

477 - MG34 BARREL & CARY CASE
A spare barrel for the WWII German MG34 code marked
dot and dated 42. The carrier is black finish and marked brc
dated 42 VG-ExC

459 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
An Australian Military Lee Enfield No.1MK111 .303 caliber
rifle. 25" Barrel missing rear sight. Metalwork with some
rust marks. Good condition woodwork. •FWO&C ALR

478 - MP41 MAGAZINE
A magazine for the German WWII MP41 submachine gun.
marked MP41 Patent Schmeisser Haenel. Some finish loss
from fitting in the gun otherwise VGC
456

479 - MP40 MAG LOADER
Magazine loader for the MP38/40 German submachinegun
no visible markings GC
480 - MG34/42 AMMO CAN ETC.
Green painted tin dated 41 and appears to be nazi marked
under the painr. Also includes 4 50 round sections of link
and 2 starter tabs. One marked dej 11.40 and waffen ampd
the other unmarked. VGC

461 - BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN
A Belgium made 12G bolt action S/shot shotgun. 20" Barrel
with thin brown finish. Good original wood stock.
GWO&C ALR
462 - NZ MILITARY PRINTS
2 framed prints by NZ WWII war artist Peter Mcintyre. Infantry patrol in •Italy and Convoy under fire at Sidi Rezegh
GC

472 - 2 SHOULDER HOLSTERS
To suit small frame pistols like Walther PP etc, both leather,
one with •magazine pouch. G.C.
481

456 - 04 WINCHESTER
A S/shot bolt action Winchester 04 .22rifle. Retains most
overal blue, good condition woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

460 - SPORTERISED 98 MAUSER
A sporterised 8mm caliber K98 Czech made German Military Mauser. 24 1/2" 8mm caliber barrel with original sights.
Action marked CZ. Retains most overall blue, fitted with 6
power scope. Oversized snow triggerguard, sporterised laminated stock. F-GWO&C ALR

468 - 6.5 SWEDISH DIES
Redding brand 2 die set for 6.5x55cal. G.C

474

481- CHINESE MILITARY SWORD
Dress sword with 31 1/2” chrome plated blade with twin fullers. Green enamel handle, hilt and scabbard with leather section. ExC
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10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
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11.
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All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.
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